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ABSTRACT

EVALUATION OF IMMUNE RESPONSIVENESS AND HEPATIC GENE 
EXPRESSION IN HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW ENDOTOXIN STRESS 

RESPONSIVE SHEEP

Qiumei You
University of Guelph, 2006

Advisor:
Dr. N. A. Karrow

The aims of study were to identify high (H), medium (M), and low (L) hypothalamic- 

pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA) stress responsive sheep using E. coli endotoxin 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and to assess associations between variable stress 

responsiveness and immune responsiveness (IR), and hepatic gene expression. Sheep 

were challenged iv with LPS and identified as H, M, L stress responders based on their 

estimated breeding values for peak cortisol concentration 4-hours post-challenge. Liver 

biopsies were collected from the H and L responders for hepatic gene expression studies. 

Unexpectedly, the IR was not significantly different between H and L stress responders. 

However, there was a significantly higher cell-mediated IR and a lower antigen-specific 

primary IgG response (P< 0.05) in H and L stress responders when compared to M stress 

responders. Similar hepatic gene expression profiles between the H and L HPAA 

responders suggests that hepatic gene expression doesn’t contribute significantly to this 

stress response phenotype.
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Chapter One: Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

The immune system is comprised of specialized defense cells and organs that 

protect the body against bacterial, parasitic, and virus infections as well as altered self, 

such as cancers. If immune defense mechanisms are compromised, pathogens will 

overcome the immune defence barriers causing tissue damage and possibly threatening 

the survival of the host. The host defense against invading pathogens involves the innate 

and acquired immune systems. Although the innate and acquired immune system are not 

mutually exclusive and actually depend on each other for effector function, there are 

unique differences between these two systems. The innate immune system for example, is 

comprised of membrane and chemical barriers that resist pathogenic infections. 

Additionally, although the innate and acquired immune systems are both comprised of 

humoral and cellular defense mechanisms that are pathogen specific, the acquired 

immune system has the unique elements of heightened antigen specificity, and 

immunological memory that ensure that the host has enhanced pathogen-specific 

immunity up to years after initial exposure to a pathogen.

During the onset of infection, cells of the innate immune system recognize the 

invading pathogen through pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). These cells become 

activated and secret pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines and immuno-regulatory 

neuropeptides that increase local blood capillary wall permeability and recruit leukocytes 

to the site of infection. This acute inflammatory response (IFR) is characterized by 

increased tissue swelling, heat, and redness at the site of infection 

(http://www.qub.ac.uk/cm/pat/education/Inflamm/index.htm). An appropriate IFR is 
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required to restrict microbial invasion and promote pathogenolysis, however, if the IFR is 

excessive or prolonged it can contribute to local tissue damage and become systemic 

leading to sepsis and possibly organ failure. Excessive inflammation can also contribute 

to the pathogenesis of inflammatory and autoimmune diseases including, mastitis, 

respiratory disease (asthma), and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (Groskreutz et al., 2006; 

Jessop and Harbuz, 2005; Youngerman et al., 2004).

Bi-directional communication between the neuroendocrine and immune systems 

is critical for regulating the IFR and subsequent immune response (IR) during infection 

(Gaillard, 2003; Turnbull and Rivier, 1999). The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis 

(HPAA) and autonomic nervous system (ANS) for example, are both activated during the 

acute-phase response (APR) by pro-inflammatory cytokines in order to regulate the IFR 

and IR and restore physiological homeostasis (Elenkov et al., 2000; Pavlov and Tracey, 

2004). Glucocorticoids (GC), the secreted end products of the HPAA, have anti

inflammatory and immunomodulatory properties. Because of their potential to modulate 

the immune system, GC secretion must also be tightly regulated. One such mechanism 

involves a negative feedback pathway to block HPAA response when blood GC 

concentrations are in excess.

Individual variations in neuroendocrine response, IFR and IR is dependent on 

genetics, and epigenetic programming during early life development (Barker, 2004; 

Jessop and Harbuz, 2005). Genetic or epigenetic variation and dysregulation of the 

HPAA response in humans and rodent models have been associated with certain 

inflammatory and autoimmune diseases including, RA, and systemic lupus erythematosus 

(SLE) (Jessop and Harbuz, 2005; Mok and Lau, 2003), as well as other inflammatory 
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diseases such as diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular disease (Grundy, 2002). Changes in 

HPAA response and subsequently the immune system are due to alterations in expression 

of numerous neuropeptides, cytokines and other proteins both in the periphery and the 

central nervous system (CNS) (Gayle et al., 2004; Lenczowski et al., 1998).

1.2 Toll-Like Receptors Initiate Inflammatory Response

Acute inflammation is the initial response of the immune system to infection or 

irritation at a site of antigen entry. The IFR involves soluble factors and a variety of cells 

of the immune system including, macrophages, dentritic cells, monocytes and neutrophils 

(Gabay and Kushner, 1999). These cells have PRRs that bind to pathogen-associated 

molecules (PAMs), conserved molecular components that are associated with 

microrganisms but not found on eukaryotic cells.

The Toll-Like Receptors (TLRs) are a family of PRRs that have more than 10 

members. They are characterized by an extracellular leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain 

that is responsible for pathogen recognition, and an intracellular Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR) 

domain that is required for transmitting downstream signals in response to TLR 

activation (O'Neill, 2000; Qureshi and Medzhitov, 2003). TLRs recognize specific PAMs 

(Kawai and Akira, 2006; Takeda and Akira, 2005). For example, lipopolysaccharide 

(LPS) from gram-negative bacteria is recognized by TLR4; lipoteichoic acid (LTA) a 

membrane component of gram-positive bacteria is recognized by the cooperation of 

TLR2 with TLR6, and probably TLR1 (Ozinsky et al., 2000; Takeda and Akira, 2005).

LPS is a potent inflammatory agent that contributes to pathogenesis of certain 

inflammatory diseases such as respiratory disease and gram-negative bacteria associated 

mastitis (Bannerman et al., 2003; Li et ak, 2002). LPS is unique in its binding to PRRs 
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(Figure 1.1). Once LPS is introduced into the blood circulation it rapidly binds to LPS 

binding protein (LPSBP), an acute-phase protein produced by liver cell during the APR. 

The LPS-LPSBP complex subsequently associates with soluble CD14 (sCD14); LPS is 

later transferred to membrane-bound CD 14 (mCD14), a glycosyphosphatidylinositol- 

anchored molecule preferentially expressed on the surface of monocytes, macrophages, 

and neutrophils (Wurfel and Wright, 1997). Another accessory cell membrane protein 

called MD-2 interacts with LPS-mCD14 and associates with LRR domain in the extra

cellular region of TLR4 to initiate the activation of the cell through the intracellular TIR 

domain. Activation of the MD2-mCD14-TLR4-TIR complex leads to the induction of the 

MyD88-dependent and Myd88-independent TLR4 signalling pathways. Both pathways 

cause the translocation of transcription factors to the nucleus and lead to the production 

of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumour necrosis factor a (TNFa), interleukins 

(IL)-ip, IL-6, IL-12, interferon y (IFNy) and the cell surface co-stimulatory molecules, 

CD80/86 or B7.1 (Sabroe et al., 2003; Takeda et al., 2003).

The MyD88-dependent signalling pathway is conserved in almost all TLR 

signaling pathways. However, an additional adaptor, TIRAP/MAL, is required for the 

activation of the TLR4 induced MyD88 dependent pathway (Kawai and Akira, 2006). 

TLR4 and MyD88 association through TIRAP/MAL leads to recruitment of members of 

the IL-1 receptor-associated kinase family, IRAKI and IRAK4, which are sequentially 

phosphorylated and dissociate from MyD88 resulting in the activation of tumor necrosis 

factor receptor-associated factor 6 (TRAF6). Activated TRAF6 in turn activates 

ubiquitin-dependent transforming growth factor-P-activated protein kinase 1 (TAKI), 

which forms a complex with TABI (TAKI Binding Protein), TAB2, and TAB3. The 
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TAKI complex activates an IKK (LB kinase) complex consisting of IKKa, IKK0 and 

IKKy, which leads to the phosphorylation of IkB, an inhibitor of the nuclear factor NF

kB. IkB is degraded through the proteasome pathway allowing NF-kB to translocate into 

the nucleus to induce the expression of many different immune-related genes. 

Simultaneously, TAKI activates the MAP kinase pathway, leading to the 

phosphorylation and activation of activating protein-1 (AP-1). The activation of both 

NFkB and AP-1 is necessary for induction of inflammatory cytokines and Type I IFN 

(Figure 1.1).

The MyD88-independent TLR4 signaling pathway involves other TIR domain

containing adaptors proteins including, TRIF-related adaptor molecule (TRAM) and TIR 

domain-containing adaptor inducing IFN-[3 (TRIF). Following TLR4 stimulation, TRAM 

is recruited to the receptor complex linking TLR4 to TRIF. TRIF then interacts with 

TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) and TRAF6 independently, to activate the transcription 

factors IFN regulatory factor-3 (IRF3) and NF-kB, respectively. TRIF interacts with 

TBK1 together with (IKKi) to mediate phosphorylation of IRF3. The phosphorylated 

IRF3 is translocated into the nucleus and binds to DNA response elements leading to the 

induction of type I IFN which regulates target gene expression (p38 MAP kinase, STATs, 

iNOS)(Bogdan, 2000; David, 2002). TRIF also activates the NF-kB pathway by 

interacting with either TRAF6, or interacting with receptor interacting protein 1(RIP1), 

both of which converge at the IKK complex to destroy IkB allowing maximal activation 

of NF-kB, and then its translocation into nucleus. The activation of IRF3, NFkB and AP- 

1 is necessary for induction of type I IFNs, particularly for IFNp (Figure 1.1).

Besides the ubiquitous transcription factors (TFs) above, LPS also induces the 
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activation of other transcription factors. Six families of liver nuclear TFs for example, 

have been characterized including: hepatocyte nuclear factor-1 (HNF-1), HNF-3, HNF-4, 

HNF-6, CAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP) family and the Signal Transducer and 

Activator of Transcription (STAT) families (Ruminy et al., 2001; Schrem et al., 2002). 

All of these TFs co-operate together to bind to DNA response elements to induce the 

expression of immune-related genes (Figure 1.2)

The expression of TLRs and their induced cytokines varies with the type of tissue 

(Menzies and Ingham, 2006; Salkowski et al., 1995). Menzies (2006) reported that there 

was limited TLR4 expression in the bovine skin and ovine gut-associated tissues, 

whereas TLR6, 7, and 10 were abundant in gut-associated lymphoid tissue. Salkowski 

(1995) observed that the expression of several murine cytokine genes was different in the 

liver and spleen in response to LPS, and indicated that hepatic kupffer cells are the 

primary source of cytokines IL-ip, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12 (p40), and TNF-a while splenic 

macrophages were the primary producers of LPS-induced IL-1 p, IL-6, IL-12 (p40), and 

IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-lra) mRNA, but not IL-10 and TNF-a. Variation in TLR4 

and cytokine expression has been associated with altered immune responses to pathogens, 

endotoxin hypo-responsiveness, and increased risk of septic shock or autoimmune / 

inflammatory diseases (Dinarello, 2002; Sabroe et al., 2003; Stuber, 2001).
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flammatory cytokines 
,-ip, IL-6, IL-2, TNFa

Figure 1.1. Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4)-mediated signaling pathways. 
Adapted from T Kawai and S Akira (2006).
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Figure 1.2. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) induced nuclear transcription factors induce immune- 
related gene expression. Solid arrows represent induction and dotted arrow represents 
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1.3 Cytokines TNFa, IL-1, IL-6, LIF, IL-10 and the HPAA

Although many different cytokines have been shown to influence HPAA activity, 

most studies have focused on three key pro-inflammatory cytokines that act in a cascade, 

TNFa, IL-l(a/p), and IL-6. Some studies have also emphasized that leukemia inhibitory 

factor (LIF), and possibly the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 can enhance HPAA 

activity during LPS-induced inflammation (Kariagina et al., 2004; Smith et al., 1999; 

Turnbull and Rivier, 1999).

TNFa, IL-1, and IL-6 are generally expressed at high concentrations by cells of 

the immune system during the early response to infection, and they share similar 

neuroendocrine properties, activating the central nervous system (CNS) inducing fever, 

causing hyper-metabolism and anorexia, and suppressing the hypothalamic-pituitary- 

gonadal axis (HPGA) and the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis (HPTA) (Watanobe 

and Hayakawa, 2003) (Figure 1.3). They also activate the HPAA which maintains 

homeostasis during infection or stress, and stimulate the synthesis of hepatic acute-phase 

proteins including C-reactive protein (CRP), fibrinogen, serum amyloid protein, serum 

amyloid A (SAA), haptoglobin and components of the complement system. These 

cytokines share common immunogical properties that include stimulating the production 

of bone marrow colony stimulating factors (CSF) that induce white blood cell 

proliferation and the activation of B and T-cells in the immune response. These pro- 

inflammatory cytokines work as key regulators to co-ordinate the local and systemic 

response to tissue trauma, infection and diseases; TNFa is usually the first appear in the 

circulation, followed by IL-p, and finally IL-6 (Givalois et al., 1994; Webel et al., 1997) 

(Figure 1.3).
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Pro-inflammatory cytokines are not only synthesized by tissues associated with 

the immune system but also by the brain and endocrine glands, and furthermore directly 

contribute to the immune-neuroendocrine interactions (Kariagina et aL, 2004; Path et al., 

2000; Zacharowski et al., 2006). Administration of a low dose of LPS for example, that 

does not cause disruption with the blood brain barrier (BBB), or endotoxin shock, 

induces IL-10, IL-6, TNFa and IFNy gene expression in the brain in parallel to 

stimulation of the HPAA (Del Rey et al., 2000). The increased cytokine expression 

during LPS stimulation leads to the expression of IL-1 and IL-6 mRNA in the 

hypothalamus and hippocampus, and marked expression of TNFa in the thalamus

striatum, causing the activation of HPAA. IL-10 and IL-6 mRNA expression are also 

increased in the pituitary and circumventricular organs (CVO) of rats after intraperitoneal 

(ip) injection of LPS (Grinevich et aL, 2001). Again, Poumajafi et al. (2003) showed that 

LPS administration resulted in a robust increase in IL-1 receptor (IL-1R1) mRNA, IL-la 

and IL-10 mRNA expression in the pituitary and adrenals of wild-type (WT) and CRH- 

knockout (CRH-KO) mice (Poumajafi et al., 2003).

Pro-inflammatory cytokines also can directly act on the adrenal gland to stimulate 

glucocorticoid secretion without invoking up-stream neuroendocrine secretagogues. A 

recent in vivo study of murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV) infection in mice has 

demonstrated that robust corticosterone responses in CRH- antibody (Ab)-treated and 

CRH-KO mice were associated with exaggerated IL-6 levels. IL-6 and corticosterone 

concentrations in the infected CRH-Ab-treated animals were significantly correlated, and 

neutralization of IL-6 in the infected CRH-KO mice reduced the corticosterone response 

by approximately 70%. Hence, viral infection study of this mice provided convincing 
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evidence that IL-6 has direct actions on adrenal glucocorticoid secretion (Silverman et al., 

2004).

In addition, LIF is induced within brain during inflammation and its receptors are 

also found in human pituitary cells and murine hypothalamus and pituitary. LIF potently 

induces pituitary pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) gene transcription and ACTH secretion 

and potentiates CRH induction of POMC (Kariagina et al., 2004). Recently, it was also 

found that LIF could regulate glucocorticoid receptor (GR) expression in the HPAA 

(Kariagina et al., 2005). Moreover, the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 is also 

expressed in pituitary, hypothalamic, and neural tissue in addition to lymphocytes in 

response to LPS ip challenge in rats. IL-10 enhances corticotropin releasing hormone 

(CRH) and corticotropin (ACTH) production in hypothalamic and pituitary tissues, 

respectively. It has been considered a potential endogenous regulator in HPAA activity 

(Smith et al., 1999).

In general, these cytokines that are produced within the CNS and endocrine 

glands, and from peripheral immune cells can directly or indirectly activate the HPAA 

during inflammation. The processes of cytokines signalling to the HPAA are discussed in 

more detail below.
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1.4 Signaling to the HPAA During LPS Induced Inflammation

1.4.1 Mechanisms of cytokine signaling to the HPAA during inflammation

The mechanisms by which peripheral cytokines signal the HPAA are not exactly 

known, but possibilities include:

1) . Crossing the BBB by diffusion, specialized transport systems (Kastin et al., 

1999; Pan and Kastin, 2004), or regions lacking a BBB. The later includes regions such 

as the CVO, where capillaries with open junctions and abundant fenestration are present 

(Chesnokova and Melmed, 2002; Hosoi et al., 2002).

2) . The immigration of leukocytes across a damaged BBB into the CNS, although 

it is also known that different leukocyte populations migrate into the CNS via 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) across the choroid plexus through the fenestrated endothelium 

of the choroid plexus stroma. This is likely to be of physiological relevance, as CSF from 

healthy humans contains ~3000 leukocytes per ml. Blood monocytes and activated T- 

cells may also access the CNS across the subarachnoid space and parenchymal 

perivascular space, respectively (Ransohoff et al., 2003; Schnell et al., 1999).

3) . Prostaglandin (PG) dependent activation of the HPAA (Samad et al., 2001; 

Turnbull et al., 2003). IL-ip for example, may not directly penetrate or cross the BBB 

but may induce high concentrations of IL-6 in the circulation which may then stimulate 

the synthesis of intermediate molecules, like PGs. PGs are synthesized by 

cyclooxygenase enzymes (COX) in spinal cord neurons and in other regions of the CNS 

(Turnbull and Rivier, 1999). Blood PG concentration, specifically PGE2, induced by 

widespread COX2 expression in CNS, are elevated in animals injected with LPS or IL-1 p 

(Samad et al., 2001). PGs mediate the fever and other CNS responses, as well HPAA 
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activation directly by crossing the BBB. Currently, IL-6 is considered to be the major 

mediator of IL-1 and TNFa secretion, e.g. inducing fever, pain, anorexia and thymocyte 

proliferation (Turnbull et al., 2003). It has been shown that IL-6 production at local site 

of inflammation is regulated by IL-ip concentrations and is an important circulating 

afferent signal to the HPAA. IL-6’s role in HPAA signaling may be mediated by PGs 

production within the cerebrovasculature in mice (Turnbull et al., 2003) (Figure 1.3).

4) . LPS binding to TLR4 within the brain endothelium leading to increased BBB 

permeation to small molecular weight inflammatory cytokines. This triggers a series of 

signaling events leading to the development of an IFR in the brain (Singh and Jiang, 

2004).
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Figure 1.3. Role of key inflammatory cytokines and activation of the hypothalamic- 
pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA) during LPS induced inflammation. Adapted from Turnbull et 
al. (1999 and 2003) and Samad et al. (2001). Dotted arrows represent suppression and solid 
arrows represent stimulation. PVN: paraventricular nucleus. PG: Prostaglandin. COX2: 
Cyclooxygenase-2. PNS: parasympathetic nervous system. SNS: sympathetic nerve system. 
CSF: cerebrospinal fluid. CRH: corticotrophin-release hormone. AVP: arginine vasopressin. 
ACTH: adrenocorticotrophic hormone.
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1.4.2 Parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) signaling to the HPAA during 

inflammation

The vagus nerve is the only nerve that starts in the brainstem and supplies sensory 

parasympathetic fibers to all the organs except the suprarenal glands, from the neck down 

to the transverse colon. The vagus nerve also plays a role in signaling to the HPAA 

during LPS induced inflammation. Turnbull et al. (1999) for example, suggested that the 

vagus is an afferent neural route by which inflammation in the peritoneal cavity can 

convey information from the site of inflammation to the brain. They demonstrated that 

prior transection of the vagus nerve could reduce or abolish LPS-induced fever, sleep, 

food-motivated sickness behaviour and hypothalamic IL-ip mRNA expression (Turnbull 

and Rivier, 1999). The vagus also plays a role in activation of the HPAA in response to 

either i.p. LPS challenge, proinflammatory cytokines challenge, or irradiation. The rise in 

plasma ACTH concentration produced by LPS or intravenous IL-1J3, and the rise in 

plasma corticosterone caused by intraperitoneal TNFa were either attenuated, or blocked 

in the rats that received surgical sub-diaphragmatic transection of the vagus (SDVX) 

(Turnbull and Rivier, 1999). It has also been confirmed recently that vagotomy prevents 

increases in IL-ip, IL-6 and TNFa expression in the hypothalamus, thalamus and 

hippocampus associated with irradiation in rats (Marquette et al., 2003). These results 

showed that the vagus nerve is one of the major ascending pathways for rapid signaling 

to the brain during stress and inflammation.

1.4.3 Sympathetic nerve system signaling to the HPAA during inflammation

The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) originates inside the spinal cord and 

distributes sympathetic fibers to major organs including adrenal medulla, and the skin.
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Pro-inflammatory cytokines that stimulate sensory ganglia also activate the SNS 

(Elenkov et al., 2000). Activation of SNS also plays a role in LPS induced inflammation. 

Plasma norepinephrine (NE) and epinephrine (EPI) concentrations for example, which 

are secreted from efferent sympathetic neurons and adrenal medulla, are elevated during 

i.v. endotoxin challenge (Zhou and Jones, 1993). Delrue-Perollet et al. (1995) 

demonstrated that these peripheral catecholamines (CA) are also necessary for the HPAA 

activation in response to LPS stimulation. Chemical sympathectomy using 6- 

hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) for example, was able to completely or partially inhibited 

the effect of LPS on ACTH and corticosterone secretion (Delrue-Perollet et aL, 1995). 

Moreover, Hollis et al. (2005) indicated that LPS-injected (i.p.) mice had increased 

numbers of c-Fos-positive CA neurons in various regions of the CNS, and increased 

concentrations of plasma corticosterone, further indicating CA involve in the activation 

of HPAA during LPS challenge (Hollis et al., 2005).

Neuropeptide Y (NPY), a neuroimmune co-transmitter with NE in sympathetic 

nerve terminals, is also released during the APR, mediating vasoconstriction during 

endotoxin shock (Qureshi et al., 1998). NPY was reported to locally enhances the 

secretion of CA and corticosteroids from adrenals (Capaldo et al., 2004; Cavadas et aL, 

2001), and inhibits the secretion of NE from the hypothalamus and medulla in rat brain 

(Hastings et aL, 2004). Therefore, NPY may play a role in regulating CA secretion and 

the HPAA response during the APR.
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1.5 Activation of the HPAA During LPS Induced Inflammation

The main center that controls neuroendocrine system is the paraventricular 

nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN) that receives neuronal projections from numerous 

hypothalamic and extra-hypothalamic nuclei and neurons (Rivest, 2001). Activation of 

the hypothalamus across the BBB induces the PVN to secrete corticotrophin-release 

hormone (CRH), arginine vasopressin (AVP) and urocortin from the parvocellular 

neurones. These hormones travel from the hypothalamus via the hypophyseal-portal 

blood vessels to the anterior pituitary gland where they act synergistically via specific 

receptors (type 1 corticotrophin-releasing hormone receptor-CRH-Rl and type lb 

vasopressin receptor, respectively) to trigger the synthesis of the adrenocorticotrophic 

hormone (ACTH) from the precursor, pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) mRNA, and other 

POMC-derived peptides from the corticotrophs (specific ACTH-producing cells). ACTH 

is then released into the circulation leading to the secretion of GCs from cells of the zona 

fasciculata of the adrenal cortex (Turnbull and River 1999). In this process AVP usually 

interacts synergistically with CRH to stimulate ACTH secretion, but the degree to which 

AVP and CRH contributes to ACTH secretion is species dependent. AVP is a more 

important ACTH inducer in sheep (Engler et al., 1989), whereas CRH is the stronger 

inducer of ACTH in rodents.

1.6 The Immunomodulatory Properties of Glucocorticoids

The principal endogenous glucocorticoids in vertebrates are cortisol and 

corticosterone. Cortisol is the predominant glucocorticoid in man, cattle, sheep, pigs and 

dogs, whereas rodents and birds produce mainly corticosterone. GCs influence the 

activity of almost every cell in the body and they are essential for maintaining 
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homeostasis. They increase blood pressure, promote carbohydrate and protein breakdown 

or catabolism, and lipid deposition and breakdown. Most importantly GCs have a number 

of immunomodulatory properties. The expression of numerous cytokines, adhesion 

molecules, chemoattractants and other inflammatory molecules that regulate leukocyte 

maturation and differentiation for example, are modulated by GCs. Typically, GCs exert 

their anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive function by inducing apoptosis in cells 

of the hematopoietic system (Amsterdam and Sasson, 2002). GCs also alter T cell lineage 

development by favoring the generation of anti-inflammatory Th2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-10 

and IL-13) and supressing the induction of pro-inflammatory Thl cytokines (IL-1, IL-2, 

IL-12, IFN-y, TNFa) (Almawi et al., 2002; Ashwell et al., 2000). Therefore, GCs are 

responsible for shifting Thl to Th2 responses favoring antibody-mediated immune 

response (AMIR) over cell-mediated immune response (CMIR). However, GCs also 

protect against apoptosis in glandular cells such as the mammary gland epithelia, 

hepatocytes, ovarian follicular cells (Amsterdam and Sasson, 2002), and increase 

leukocyte trafficking to the site of antigen entry thereby enhancing the CMIR in 

peripheral tissues (Dhabhar, 2003). GCs immunomodulatory properties are therefore, 

tissue specific and largely influenced by the timing and duration of exposure (Dhabhar, 

2000) (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4. Glucocorticoid Immunomodulation. Adapted from Buttgereit F and Scheffold A 
(2002) and Buckingham JC (2006). Th: T-helper cell. Thl: A subset of Th that activate other 
T cells to achieve cellular inflammatory responses. Th2: A subset of Th that drive B cells to 
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GCs modulate inflammatory gene expression directly, or indirectly via the 

intracellular GC receptor (GR) (Figure 1.5). GRs are located in the cytoplasm in 

association with various heat-shock proteins (e.g. HSP90). They share a high degree of 

sequence homology with other nucleus receptors, and act as a transcription factor when 

activated, inducing, or repressing the expression of target genes by directly interacting 

with specific glucocorticoid response elements (GREs) in the promoter region of steriod 

responsive genes (Buckingham, 2006). This direct method of gene induction / repression 

involves GC diffusing through the cell membrane to bind with cytoplasmic GR. A change 

in the receptor structure occurs as HSP90 becomes dissociated from the GR allowing the 

GR to rapidly translocate to the nucleus. Once in the nucleus, the activated GR-GC 

complex binds to the GRE, leading to changes in the transcription of steroid responsive 

genes (Barnes and Adcock, 2003). GRs may also modulate the transcription of genes 

indirectly via protein-protein interactions. Activated GRs for example, may antagonize 

other transcription factors by inhibiting their binding to DNA (simple model), or 

associating with factors bound to DNA (composite model) (Figure 1.5), thereby 

modulating transcriptional activation. GCs may also induce IkB transcription inactivating 

NF-kB transcription activity. Finally, activated GRs may compete with transcription 

factors for co-activators (CBP, PCAF), or co-repressors in the nucleus to either 

transactivate, or transrepress target gene expression (competition model) (Figure 1.5) 

(Almawi et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.5. GR-mediated induction or suppression of gene transcription. Adapted from 
Almawi et al. (2002), Barnes and Adcock (2003), and Buckingham (2006). Solid arrows 
represent activation and dotted arrows represent inhibition of gene expression.
GC: glucocorticoid. GR: glucocorticoid receptor. HSP: heat shock protein. lip-HSD: 
lip-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase. GRE: glucocorticoid response element. Co
repressor: nucleus protein that suppresses the gene transcription and has histone 
deacetylase activity. NF-kB: nuclear factor k B, a transcription factor that is activated by 
inflammatory stimuli, it increases the expression of multiple inflammatory genes. IkB: 
NFkB inhibitor.
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In controlling inflammation, the major GC effect is to inhibit the synthesis of 

many inflammatory proteins by suppressing the genes that encode them. It was originally 

discovered that activated GRs bind to GRE in steroid sensitive genes switching off their 

transcription (negative GRE). Later it was found that activated GRs may inhibit the 

effects of proinflammatory transcription factors AP-1 and NF-kB through protein-protein 

interaction; by this means GCs decrease the transcription of IL-1, IL-2, IL-6 IL-12, IL- 

16, IL-18, IFN-y, TNFa, CSF, GM-CSF, and chemokine IL-8 as well as many adhesion 

molecules (Almawi and Melemedjian, 2002; Barnes and Adcock, 2003). These molecules 

are pro-inflammatory cytokines and support the CMIR. Recently, GCs are also shown to 

reverse histone acetylation of activated inflammatory genes through recruitment of 

histone deacetylase-2 (HDAC2) to the activated transcription complex (Barnes, 2006b).

GCs also increase the transcription of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as, IL- 

lra, IL-1R2, IxBa, and IL-10 through GR binding with co-activators CBP (CREB- 

binding protein) or PCAF (p300/CBP-associated factor), which have histone 

acetyltransferase activity, switching on histone acetylation and promoting the activation 

of transcription (Barnes and Adcock, 2003). The activated GRs also bind to DNA 

recognition sites in the promoters of these genes to activate their transcription, resulting 

in the secretion of anti-inflammatory proteins (Barnes, 2006a). Those cytokines are 

considered to have anti-inflammatory properties due to their ability to promote AMIR.

The cytokines (IL-1 [3, GM-CSF) produced by Thl cell type are able to affect Th2 

cell type function through cross-talk between pro- and anti-inflammatory transcription 

factors (Adcock and Caramori, 2001). For example, Thl cytokines can induce the 

differentiation and proliferation of Thl cells, while at the same time acting as antagonist 
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of Th2 development and function (Adcock and Caramon, 2001; Almawi and 

Melemedjian, 2002). The same can be said for Th2 cytokines, which promote Th2 

responses while inhibiting Thl responses. GCs mediate these effects in monocytes and 

macrophages via two ways; one by suppressing the production of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines, and two by enhancing the secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokines, 

consequently causing a shift towards a Th2 response (Russo-Marie, 1992).

In addition to the transcriptional effects of activated GRs, the non-transcriptional 

effects also decrease the synthesis of some inflammatory proteins by reducing the 

stability of mRNA. GCs might have inhibitory effect on proteins that stabilize mRNA, 

leading to mRNA degradation and thus a reduction in protein expression (Barnes and 

Adcock, 2003). For example, p38 MAP kinase stabilizes a number of mRNAs encoding 

inflammatory mediators; GCs reduce the stability of mRNA for COX-2 by inhibiting p38 

MAP kinase function via induction of MAP kinase phosphatase-1 (Lasa et al., 2001; Lasa 

et al., 2002).

GCs also alter the immune response by affecting leukocyte trafficking throughout 

the body. In the context of lymphocytes, this appears to be achieved by down-regulating 

the expression of adhesion molecules ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and E-selectin, and chemokines 

such as IL-8, RANTES, MIP-1, MCP-1, MCP-3, MCP-4, and eotaxin (Barnes and 

Adcock, 2003). GCs also affect lymphocyte trafficking by inducing programmed cell 

death of these cells by apoptosis (Ashwell et al., 2000). However, during acute stress GCs 

protect leukocytes against apoptosis, and increase leukocyte trafficking and cytokine 

gene expression at the site of antigen entry, thereby enhancing the skin-associated CMIR 

(Dhabhar, 2003).
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1.7 The Regulation of Glucocorticoid Concentrations

Since GCs exert a wide range of effects on metabolism and the immune system, 

GC concentration must be tightly regulated in order to prevent the development of 

metabolic disorders or inflammatory and autoimmune diseases.

The HPAA activity is regulated by a negative feedback system, through which the 

sequential release of CRH / AVP and ACTH from the hypothalamus and anterior 

pituitary gland is regulated by blood GC concentrations (Chrousos, 1992). The secretion 

of ACTH is induced by low blood GC concentration and suppressed by excessive GC 

concentrations (Figure 1.3). The normal circadian rhythm of cortisol secretion ensures 

precise regulation of HPAA enabling the host to maintain homeostasis.

GC concentration is also regulated either by restricting access to specific target 

cells, or by limiting its bioavailability. Access to target cells is regulated by binding and 

transport proteins, and enzymes (Buckingham, 2006). Approximately 95% of cortisol I 

corticosterone in the circulation for example, is bound to a carrier protein (corticosteroid- 

binding globulin, CBG) allowing only 5—10 % of GCs to be bioavailable in the serum. In 

principle, only the free steroid is readily accessable to target cells. During inflammation, 

the level of CBG decreases thereby increasing the amount of free cortisol (Chrousos, 

1992). Also, local serine proteases facilitate GC delivery by liberating free steroid from 

its binding globulin. The ability of GCs in circulation to reach target cells is also 

regulated by transport proteins, like multidrug-resistant P-glycoproteins (MDR P- 

glycoproteins), which can lower the intracellular GC levels by tissue- and steroid-specific 

delivery mechanisms (Buckingham, 2006). Probably the most important factor that 

regulates access of endogenous GC to GRs is its metabolism within the target cells by 
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lip-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (lip-HSD). This enzyme has two isoforms 110- 

HSD1 and llp-HSD2, which catalyze the inter-conversion of active cortisol and inactive 

cortisone (Buckingham, 2006).

Lastly, macrophage inhibitory factor (MIF), a pro-inflammatory cytokine that is 

secreted from macrophages, monocytes, and dendritic cells in lymphoid tissue as well as 

specific pituitary cell types, has counter-regulatory properties associated with both the 

endocrine and immune systems. MIF is induced in macrophages by GCs, but then limits 

the anti-proliferative effects of GCs on T lymphocytes by prolonged activation of ERK 

and p38 MAP kinases, which offset the down-regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

induced by GC (Donn and Ray, 2004; Herkenham, 2005). Therefore, MIF acts as a GR 

antagonist controlling the effects of GCs on the IFR. All of the above mechanisms 

regulate access of GCs to their receptors to coordinate restoration of homeostasis during 

stress.

1.8 Genetics, epigenetics and dysregulation in HPAA response: susceptibility to 

inflammatory / autoimmune disease

Genetic variation, epigenetic programming and dysregulation of the HPAA 

response are associated with susceptibility to certain inflammatory, autoimmune, and 

metabolic diseases. Decreased CRH mRNA expression in PVN of hypothalamus for 

example, has been associated with several inflammatory diseases including adjuvant- 

induced-arthritis (AA), and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) in rats and mouse. 

Increased activity in CRH / AVP neurons has also been associated with multiple sclerosis 

(MS) in humans (Harbuz et al., 2003). Insufficient adrenal function also causes 

Addison’s disease, whereas the overproduction of cortisol is associated with Cushing’s 
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syndrome (Libe and Bertherat, 2005). Additionally, a polymorphism in the regulatory 

region of CRH gene (XmnI), and polymorphisms in the GR gene (Tthllll and Bell) are 

associated with obesity, diabetes and risk of cardiovascular disease (Rosmond et al., 

2001; Rosmond, 2002). Alterations within HPAA hormones and their receptors, as well 

as peripheral mediators like the pro-inflammatory cytokines, might also affect the HPAA 

physiological regulatory mechanisms increasing susceptibility to certain inflammatory, 

autoimmune and metabolic disorders.

1.8.1 Rheumatoid arthritis (RA):

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory joint condition that causes 

pain, stiffness, swelling, and limits joint movement. RA is a complex disease result from 

a combination of genetic and environmental factors. The genetic associations in RA 

patients are likely due to the contribution of many genes (Gregersen, 2005), some of 

which may be associated with the HPAA. A defective HPAA response for example, has 

been noted in some RA patients. In who appear to be unable to mount a sufficient GC 

response to reduce the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6 and 

TNFa (Jessop and Harbuz, 2005). This inability of the HPAA to respond to chronic 

inflammation may be associated with polymorphisms in the gene encoding the GR. 

DeRijk et al. (2001 & 2002) reported that a polymorphism in the human GR gene in 

exon9p was significantly associated with RA, and this polymorphism increased stability 

of hGRp mRNA, possibly altering GC sensitivity since the hGRP is thought to function 

as an inhibitor of hGRa activity (DeRijk et al., 2001; DeRijk et al., 2002). Two other 

polymorphisms in the hGR (Bell heterozygotes and homozygotes) have also been linked 

to abnormal HPAA responses to psychosocial stress (Wust et al., 2004). Another study 
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indicated that the increased activity of isozyme 1 ip-HSD-2 in PBMCs (peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells) might also confer resistance to GC in some RA patients (Olsen et al., 

2004). Although there is no firm evidence for a functional correlation between these 

variants and susceptibility to arthritis, these mutations may blunt the effectiveness of the 

GC feedback loop in the HPAA of RA patients.

1.8.2 Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE):

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic, multisystem inflammatory 

disease that can affect many parts of body including: heart, lungs, skin, joints, blood 

forming organs, kidneys and nervous system. The disease is associated with a 

predominant Th2 response, B cell hyperactivity and autoantibody production. This 

complicated autoimmune disorder is caused by the interaction of various genetic and 

environmental factors. Variants in many genes including those within the HPAA can 

modify susceptibility to, and the clinic appearance of SLE disease (Mok and Lau, 2003). 

A defective HPAA response for example, may confer susceptibility to murine lupus since 

autoimmune disease prone mice [NZB, NZW, (NZB/NZW)F1, MRL/MP-lpr] have a 

significantly attenuated corticosterone response after injection of recombinant human 

(rhu) IL-la in comparison to normal control mice (Lechner et al., 1996). An increase in 

autoantibody production is also associated with a decrease in hypothalamic CRH mRNA 

expression in the MRL +/+ and MRL Ipr/lpr murine models of SLE (Shanks et al., 1999). 

Again, a significant attenuated plasma corticosterone response upon stimulation with IL- 

1 has been observed in MRL/MP-fas (Ipr) mice (Lechner et al., 2000).

Studies assessing the function of HPAA in SLE patients are limited and often 

confounded by synthetic GC treatment. A study on a group of untreated female SLE 
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patients however, reported that the cortisol response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia 

was significantly lower than healthy control patients, indicating that some degree of 

HPAA dysfunction does exist, possibly contributing to disease susceptibility and its 

progression (Gutierrez et al., 1998).

1.8.3 Addison’s disease (hypocortisolism):

An underactive adrenal gland can also lead to the development of Addison’s 

disease, a disease characterized by chronic fatigue, muscle weakness, loss of appetite and 

weight loss. Damage to the adrenal cortex during cancer, infection, or other autoimmune 

disorders may be the main cause of Addison’s disease. However, inadequate secretion of 

ACTH by the pituitary may be a secondary cause 

(http://www.endocrine.niddk.nih.gOv/pubs/addison/addison.htm#causes). Additionally, 

defects in ACTH receptor and other immunoregulatory genes may increase the risk of 

developing autoimmune Addison's disease (Blomhoff et al., 2004; Gambelunghe et al., 

1999; Huebner et al., 1999). Weber (1994) and Naville (1996) for example, reported that 

several missense mutations within the coding region of the ACTH receptor (MC2-R) may 

cause familial glucocorticoid deficiency (FGD) (Naville et al., 1996; Weber and Clark, 

1994) and also confer susceptibility of Addison’s disease (Ten et al., 2001). In the FGD 

patients, cortisol secretions are deficient, and the mutant receptors are non responsive to 

ACTH stimulation. This is caused by impaired binding of ACTH to its receptors and/or 

by altered coupling to the adenylate cyclase effector (Naville et al., 1996).

1.8.4 Cushing's syndrome (hypercortisolism):

Cushing's syndrome is a metabolic disorder caused by either an overproduction of 

cortisol by adrenal cortex, or long-term use of steroid medications for the treatment of 
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other disorders. Symptoms include: central body obesity, glucose intolerance, 

hypertension, excess hair growth, and osteoporosis 

(http://www.endocrineweb.com/obesity.html). GC overproduction may be caused by 

either pituitary, or adrenal tumours. In general, mutations in the tumour-suppressor genes 

TP53 (17ql3), menin gene (1 lql3), and PRKAR1A can lead to the inactivation of these 

genes leading to adrenocortical tumour development, multiple endocrine neoplasia type I 

(MEN 1) and primary pigmented nodular adrenocortical disease (PPNAD), respectively 

(Groussin et al., 2002; Libe and Bertherat, 2005).

1.8.5 . Epigenetic programming of the HPAA: diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular 

inflammatory diseases

Programming of the HPAA during the fetal and neonatal period for example, 

influenced by irregular enviromental events can lead to permanent lifelong epigenetic 

changes in HPAA function. These changes in the HPAA function may increase the risk 

of developing inflammatory and autoimmune disease in genetically predisposed 

individuals. Prolonged exposure to elevated CRH, NE and GC for example, are risk 

factors for the development of obesity, hypertension, insulin intolerance, diabetes, and 

multiple forms of coronary heart disease (Meaney and Szyf, 2005). Maternal under

nutrition as a fetal stressor for example, alters programming of GC regulatory pathways 

and is therefore a predisposing risk factor for the development of these diseases. 

Intrauterine growth restriction caused by impaired fetal nutrient supply, results in low 

birthweights that are linked with an increased risk of high blood pressure, obesity, non

insulin-dependent diabetes and cardiovascular disease in late adult life (Barker, 

2004;(Fall, 2003; Phillips et al., 2000; Reynolds and Phillips, 1998). These associations 
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are thought to be consequences of permanently altered neuroendocrine development in 

the offspring resulting in long-term changes in the set point of adrenocortical and 

sympathoadrenal hormonal activity.

Maternal care during the neonatal period can also affect adult behavior and HPAA 

responsiveness to stress. Rat offspring of high - licking/grooming (LG) mothers show 

attenuated plasma ACTH and corticosterone responses to acute stress in comparison to 

the adult offspring of low LG mothers. The high LG offspring showed significantly 

increased GR mRNA expression in the hippocampus, enhanced GC negative-feedback 

sensitivity, and decreased hypothalamic CRH mRNA levels. In contrast, significantly 

higher CRH mRNA and lower GR mRNA expression was observed in the low LG 

offspring. Interestingly, increased DNA methylation was observed in the promoter region 

of the GR gene in the offspring of low LG mothers, and this was demonstrated to 

contribute to gene silencing (Meaney and Szyf, 2005).

Neonatal endotoxin exposure also alters the development of the HPAA. Exposure 

of neonatal rats to Salmonella enteritidis LPS administrated ip for example, altered the 

development of neural systems and increased HPAA responsiveness to stress during 

adulthood. This was characterized by significant and prolonged increases in plasma 

corticosterone concentration, increased CRH and AVP mRNA expression in the PVN of 

hypothalamus, and reduced GR density across a various regions of the brain (Shanks et 

al., 1995; Shanks et al., 2000). Furthermore, other rodent studies have also demonstrated 

that neonatal LPS exposure leads the HPAA hyper-responsiveness during adulthood 

affecting social behavioral, suppressing natural killer cell activity, and impairing 

resistance to tumor colonization (Granger et al., 1996; Hodgson et al., 2001). All these 
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changes may be attributed to decreased GR density in brain, that consequently impairs 

sensitivity of GC negative-feedback pathway predisposing individuals to stress-related 

diseases (Shanks et al., 1995).

Moreover, numerous other prenatal and postnatal environmental stressors such as, 

neonatal handling, neonatal cold stress, maternal deprivation, and pro-inflammatory 

cytokine challenge have also been demonstrated to alter programming of the 

neuroendocrine-immune axis during early life development, influencing stress and 

immune responsiveness and possibly disease resistance later in life (Karrow, 2006).

1.9 . Summary.

During gram-negative bacterial infections, LPS activates cells of the immune 

system to secrete the pro-inflammatory cytokines TNFa, IL-1 and IL-6. Locally, these 

cytokines promote inflammation. Systemically, they induce leukocytosis from bone 

marrow and stimulate the secretion of acute-phase proteins from the liver. These pro- 

inflammatory cytokines also activate the HPAA, PNS, and SNS. Activation of the 

hypothalamus stimulates downstream HP hormone secretion, and the release of GCs from 

adrenal gland into the circulation to regulate the IFR and IR. Increased blood GC 

concentrations activate a negative feedback loop within the HPAA to ensure HPAA 

activation is not prolonged. Activation of the HPAA therefore, plays a key role in 

maintaining homeostasis in the host during stress and infection. Genetic variation, 

epigenetic programming and dysregulation of HPAA response are associated with 

susceptibility to certain inflammatory diseases, autoimmune disorders and metabolic 

conditions.
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Chapter 2: General Experimental Rational, Hypothesis and Objectives

2.1. Experimental Rational

LPS has been used as acute inflammatory stressor to study the interaction between 

the HPAA and immune function in inbred rodent species (Bethin et al., 2000; Kapcala et 

al., 1995; Lenczowski et al., 1998). However, only a few studies have evaluated the effect 

of variation in HPAA responsiveness on immune function in outbred species (Kanitz et 

al., 2002), especially in ruminants (Gardner et al., 2004). Therefore, the first objective of 

this project was to study the variation of HPAA responsiveness in a population of sheep 

following acute systemic challenge with the inflammatory stressor LPS.

During LPS stimulation, tissue macrophages and monocytes secrete pro- 

inflammatory cytokines (IL-1, IL-6, and TNFa) which subsequently induce the HPAA to 

release cortisol, an anti-inflammatory hormone that assists the regulation of the IFR and 

subsequent IR (Navarra et al., 2001). Here an iv bolus injection of LPS (400 ng/kg) was 

used to activate the HPAA and then rank animals as high (H), medium (M) and low (L) 

stress responders based on estimated breeding values (EBVs) of their serum cortisol 

concentration at the 4-hour peak after challenge. Following this, IR studies were 

performed in order to assess if H, M and L stress responsiveness to the acute LPS stressor 

is associated with high and low CMIR and AMIR in ruminants. Previous mice and 

human studies associating variable stress responsiveness with immune responsiveness 

have either assessed immune reactivity simultaneously during the stress challenge, or 

immediately following the stress challenge, and concluded that acute stress enhances 

CMIR and AMIR while chronic stress suppresses the IR (Dhabhar, 2000; Edwards et al., 

2006). Minimal information on associations between diverse stress responsiveness and 
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immune reactivity is available for livestock species. Hessing et al. (1995) reported that 

aggressive and resistant (to restrained stress) pigs (A/R) have higher CMER, whereas, 

non-aggressive and non-resistant pigs (NA/NR) have a higher AMIR (Hessing et al., 

1995). No other studies to date have determined the association between variable stress 

responsive phenotypes and IFR and IR in ruminants.

Lastly, a hepatic gene expression study was performed on the H and L stress 

responders using a bovine cDNA microarray followed by real time PCR analysis. Given 

the importance of the liver as a primary organ for the uptake and clearance of LPS 

(Tanikawa et al., 1998; Vodovotz et al., 2001), it was hypothesized that hepatic gene 

expression may contribute to variation in the HPAA responsive phenotypes. Several 

groups have previously used microarrays and real-time PCR to study hepatic gene 

expression profiles in dogs and mice challenged with LPS, and reported the induction of 

numerous genes associated with the IFR (Higgins et aL, 2003; Liu et al., 2002).

2.2. Experimental Hypothesis

1. There is sufficient variation in HPAA responsiveness to acute LPS 

intravenous (z.v.) challenge in an ovine population that groups of H, M and L 

stress responding animals can be identified.

2. H, M and L inflammatory stress responsiveness alters CMIR and AMIR.

3. A bovine microarray can be used to measure hepatic gene expression in sheep.

4. The expression of hepatic genes contributes to variability in the acute LPS 

stress response phenotype.
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2.3. Experimental Objectives

1. To select H, M and L HPAA responding sheep based on EBVs for 4-hour 

serum cortisol concentrations following systemic acute LPS challenge.

2. To assess if H, M and L stress responsiveness to LPS is associated with 

dermal CMIR and AMIR by examining: the non-specific dermal CMIR to 

phytohemagglutinin (PHA), and specific dermal CMIR to 

dinitrochlorobenzene (DNCB) and Candida albicans (CAA), as well as the 

antigen specific AMIR to chicken ovalbumin (OVA).

3. To use a bovine endocrine-immune microarray to identify differentially 

expressed genes that regulate the stress response phenotype to LPS, and real

time PCR to validate the results derived from microarray analysis.
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Chapter 3 Evaluation of Immune Responsiveness in High, Medium and Low 
Endotoxin Stress Responsive Sheep

3.1. Abstract

During acute bacterial infections the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA) 

is activated as a means to regulate the immune response to the invading pathogen, and 

restore homeostasis in the host. Variation in HPAA responsiveness within a population 

contributes to individual variation in the immune response to pathogens. In this study 

high (H), medium (M), and low (L) HPAA responsive sheep were identified from a 

population of 110 female sheep based on their estimated breeding values for cortisol 

concentration measured 4 hours post acute challenge with Escherichia coli endotoxin 

(400 ng/kg lipopolysaccharide administered iv). These variable stress responsive groups 

of sheep were then used to determine associations between ovine HPAA and immune 

responsiveness. Unexpectedly, the immune response was not significantly different 

between the H and L stress responders. However, there was a significantly higher 

delayed-type hypersensitivity response to l-chloro-2, 4-dinitrobenzene (DNCB) (P< 

0.05) and C. albicans cellular antigen (P< 0.05), a significantly lower primary IgG 

response to ovalbumin (P< 0.05), and a trend towards a higher phytohemagglutinin- 

induced non-specific cell-mediated immune response (CMIR) (P = 0.08-0.17) in the H 

and L stress responders when compared to the M stress responders. This suggests an 

opposing relationship exists between the CMIR and antibody-mediated immune response 

(AMIR) in H and L versus M stress responsive female sheep, and that extremes in HPAA 

responsiveness to endotoxin may lead to immune dysregulation that favours CMIR over 

AMIR.
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3.2. Introduction
Reciprocal communication exists between the neuroendocrine and immune 

systems. Certain hormones and neuropeptides for example, modulate the immune system 

(Pavlov and Tracey, 2004), whereas immune signalling to the neuroendocrine system is 

mediated through certain cytokines and growth factors (Turnbull and Rivier, 1999). This 

bi-directional communication ensures physiological homeostasis is maintained during 

periods of stress and pathogenic infection. A key neuroendocrine pathway that regulates 

the immune system during stress is hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA). 

Activation of HPAA during the acute-phase response is essential for regulating the host 

inflammatory and immune response. Glucocorticoids (GC), the major mediator of 

HPAA, act through the glucocorticoid receptor (GCR) to induce anti-inflammatory 

signals, and regulate leukocyte trafficking, T-helper (Th)-l and Th-2 cytokine profiles, 

apoptosis, and the metabolism of cells of the immune system (Buttgereit and Scheffold, 

2002; Elenkov, 2004; Eskandari et al., 2003).

The secretion of GC from the adrenal glands has been used extensively as an 

indicator of HPAA responsiveness during stress. Plasma GC concentrations for example, 

increase in response to environmental and physiological stressors such as parturition, 

weaning (Kanitz et al., 2002), vaccination, acute infections (Gaillard, 2003), and 

exposure to bacteria endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a principle membrane 

component of gram-negative bacteria that primarily contributes to the inflammatory 

response associated with gram-negative bacterial infections (Ma et al., 2000). In the
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context of endotoxin exposure, activation of the Toll-like receptor 4 signaling pathway 

leads to increases in plasma IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-a pro-

inflammatory cytokine concentrations which activate the HPAA. This in turn elevates GC 

concentrations in blood, which modulate the inflammatory and adaptive immune 

responses. When GC concentrations reach a threshold in blood, HPAA signalling is 

blocked through a negative feedback loop to restore homeostasis to the host (Pollmacher 

et al., 1996).

Immunoregulation and susceptibility to certain diseases are influenced by both 

genetic and epigenetic variation, and dysregulation of the HPAA. Polymorphisms in 

certain HPAA-related genes for example, are associated with susceptibility to Addison's 

disease (Blomhoff et al., 2004; Gambelunghe et al., 1999), Cushing’s syndrome 

(Groussin et al., 2002; Libe and Bertherat, 2005), and rheumatoid arthritis (Baerwald et 

al., 2000). Neonatal exposure to endotoxin induces long-term neuroendocrine epigenetic 

programming in rats that leads to an attenuated fever response to subsequent challenge 

with endotoxin (Spencer et al., 2006), and changes in adult glucose homeostasis, insulin 

sensitivity, and body mass (Walker et al., 2006). Lastly, hypophysectomy and 

adrenalectomy (Edwards et al., 1991; Silverstein et al., 1993), exposure to various types 

of stressors (Berczi, 1998), and pharmacological modulation of the HPAA (Lazar et al., 

1995; Lazar and Agarwal, 1986) have been demonstrated to influence immunoregulation 

and/or susceptibility to disease. In general, decreased activity of the HPAA leads to an 

hypo-arousal state in response to inflammatory stimuli (Charmandari et al., 2003; 

Chrousos, 1998; Habib et al., 2001) and has been associated with enhanced susceptibility 

to autoimmune and inflammatory diseases in a variety of animal models and human 
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studies (Jafarian-Tehrani and Sternberg, 1999; Sternberg, 1997). Chronic over-activation 

of HPAA on the other hand, can lead to profound metabolic changes and inhibit the 

inflammatory and acquired immune responses, influencing the severity of bacterial and 

viral infectious diseases (Glaser et al., 2001; Glaser and Kiecolt-Glaser, 1998).

Bacterial endotoxin has been used extensively as an acute stressor to study 

interactions between the HPAA and immune system in inbred rodent species (Bethin et 

al., 2000; Kapcala et al., 1995; Lenczowski et al., 1998). Few studies however, have 

looked at the effect of variation in HPAA responsiveness on the immune response of out- 

bred large animal models. Therefore, the aims of this study were: (1) to classify a 

population of female sheep as high (H), medium (M) and low (L) acute inflammatory 

stress responsive by measuring peak serum cortisol concentrations following systemic 

challenge with Escherichia coli endotoxin; and (2) to assess associations between stress 

and immune responsiveness by examining dermal cell-mediated immune responses 

(CMIR), as well as antigen specific primary and secondary antibody responses (AMIR) 

in the H, M and L stress responding sheep.

3.3. Materials and Methods

3.3.1. Acute inflammatory stress challenge with E. coli endotoxin:

One hundred and ten randomly selected female Rideau-Arcott lambs (6-7 months 

old), which were offspring of 13 different sires and 76 different dams, were challenged iv 

with E. coli 0111 :B4 LPS (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo, USA) at a dose of 400 

ng/kg. The animal handling protocol, endotoxin challenge procedure and blood sample 

collection have been described elsewhere (Kabaroff et al., 2006). Blood samples were 

collected prior to endotoxin challenge (basal cortisol concentration), and 4 hours post 
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challenge when blood cortisol concentrations were determined to be at their peak 

(Kabaroff et al., 2006). Clotted blood was centrifuged at 2500 x g for 15 minutes to 

obtain serum, and stored at -80°C. Rectal temperatures were monitored hourly during the 

experiment using a standard digital thermometer. The experiments were preformed at the 

Ponsonby Sheep Research Facility of University of Guelph, Ponsonby, Ontario, Canada 

according to guidelines set out by the University of Guelph Animal Care Committee.

3.3.2. Cortisol assay:

Four-hour serum cortisol concentrations were measured as an indicator of HPAA 

responsiveness to the endotoxin challenge. Cortisol concentrations were measured by a 

competitive chemiluminescent enzyme immunoassay using the IMMULITE Cortisol- 

PILKCO-6 kits purchased from Diagnostic Products Corporation (DPC) (Los Angeles, 

USA) and detected on an IMMULITE 1000 analyzer (INTER MEDICO, Markham, 

Ontario, CANADA). The antibody was highly specific for cortisol and the analytical 

sensitivity was 5.5 nmol/L. The coefficient of variation (CV) for testing cortisol 

concentration was 5.8% ~ 10%.

3.3.3. Selection ofH, M, and L inflammatory stress responsive sheep:

Four-hour serum cortisol concentrations were used to assess HPAA 

responsiveness to endotoxin. The heritability (A2) for this phenotype, expressed on a log 

scale, was estimated with the sire intra-class correlation coefficient according to Falconer 

and Mackay (1996) using the equations below.

t = C2S / (C2S +O2e)

A2 =4t
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The half-sibling correlation (t) was calculated using the mean square for the sire (o2s) and 

error term (a2e) calculated using the mixed procedure from the SAS software system 

(SAS, 2002). Estimated breeding values (EBVs), which represent the best estimate of 

genetic merit of each individual (Falconer and Mackay, 1996), were calculated for all 

sheep using the Pest software package with the equation below (Groeneveld et al., 1990).

EBV = h2*(P-pp)

P and pp in equation represent the animal phenotype for the trait (cortisol concentration) 

and the population phenotypic mean for the trait, respectively. These EBVs were used to 

identify 15 L, 12 M and 15 H stress responsive females from the population of 110 sheep. 

In order to confirm differences between the H and L stress responding groups, sheep 

were re-challenged again with 400 ng/kg of endotoxin three months after first endotoxin 

challenge. Serum cortisol concentrations (basal and 4-hour) were measured again to 

verify their H and L inflammatory stress status.

3.3.4. Assessment of immune responsiveness in H, M, and L stress responsive sheep

3.3.4.1 Mitogen/antigens:

One mitogen and three antigens were used to assess immune responsiveness in the 

H, M and L stress responding groups. Phytohemagglutinin (PHA) (Sigma Chemical Co., 

Mo, USA) was used to assess the non-specific CMIR. The contact allergen, l-chloro-2, 

4-dinitrobenzene (DNCB) (Sigma Chemical Co., Mo, USA) and Candida albicans 

cellular antigen (CAA) [Greer Laboratories, INC., Lenoir, North Carolina (N.C.), USA] 

were used to assess the sensitization and elicitation phase (delayed-type hypersensitivity 

response) of the dermal CMIR. Chicken ovalbumin (OVA) (grade VII, Sigma-Aldrich
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Canada Ltd., Ontario, Canada) was used to assess serum antigen-specific IgG as an 

indicator of type 2 AMIR.

3.3.4.2. Assessment of the dermal non-specific CMIR to PHA, and sensitization phase of 

the antigen specific CMIR to DNCB and CAA

The assessment of dermal CMIR in the three stress responding groups of animals 

was carried out according to Table 3.1. In the first study, animals were challenged on the 

side of the neck with an id injection of 0.125 mg of PHA in 100 pl of physiological 

saline, and 100 pl of physiological saline (PHA negative control), and a topical 

application of 10 pl of 1.0 % DNCB dissolved in 4:1 acetone olive oil (AOO), and 10 pl 

AOO (DNCB negative control); these 4 test sites were > 10 cm apart from each other. In 

a second study, conducted at a later date, animals were challenged on the side of the neck 

with an id injection of 0.1 mg CAA in 0.1 ml saline, and 0.1 ml saline (CAA negative 

control). The change in skin fold thickness was used as an indicator of the dermal CMIR. 

Three measurements of double skin fold thickness were taken from each site with a Skin

fold Calliper (Model RH15 9LB, Creative Health Products, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan) 

prior to the dermal challenge, 6 (CAA only) and 24, 48, and 72 hours post challenge 

(Hernandez et al., 2003). The mean of the three repetitive skin-fold measurements at each 

individual time point was used for statistical analysis.

3.3.4.3. Assessment of the elicitation phase of the antigen-specific CMIR (DTH response) 

to DNCB and CAA

Sheep from the three different stress responding groups were sensitized and 

challenged with DNCB, and in a later study with CAA, as outlined in Table 3.1. For the
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DNCB study, animals were sensitized on one side of the neck with a topical application 

of 100 pl of 2.5% DNCB dissolved in AOO, and challenged 14 days later on the other 

side of the neck with a topical application of 10 pl of 1.0% DNCB, and 10 pl of AOO 

(DNCB negative control). For the CAA study, animals were sensitized with an 

intramuscular injection (im) of 0.5 mg of CAA + 0.5 mg of Quil-A (Cedarlane) in 1.0 ml 

of physical saline, and challenged id 14 days later on one side of neck with 0.1 mg CAA 

in 100 pl of saline, and 100 pl of saline (CAA negative control). The DTH response to 

DNCB and CAA was determined by measuring the change in skin fold thickness as 

described above.

3.3.4.4. Assessment of primary and secondary AMIR to OVA

The sheep were immunized with OVA according to the schedule outlined in Table 

3.1. Blood samples for sera were collected prior to immunization (basal IgG). Animals 

were then immunized im with either 0.5 mg OVA + 0.5 mg Quil-A in 1 ml of 

physiological saline, or saline (basal IgG controls) split into two injections, one per hind 

leg. On day 14, blood samples for sera were obtained to measure the primary IgG 

response to OVA prior to boosting with OVA using the same protocol. On day 21, blood 

samples were collected to measure the secondary IgG response to OVA. Sera were 

prepared as described above.

The OVA specific IgG response was measured using a modified indirect enzyme- 

linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Wagter et al., 2000). High-affinity binding flat 

bottom 96-well microtire plates (Coming, Acton, MA, USA) were coated with 100 pl per 

well of OVA coating solution containing 1.4 mg/ml of chicken OVA dissolved in 

carbonate-bicarbonate coating buffer (pH 9.6) (BETHYL Laboratories Inc., Montgomery,
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TX, USA). The plates were incubated at 4°C for 46~48 hours, decanted, and soaked with 

150 pl per well of phosphate buffer saline (PBS) + 0.05% Tween 20 (Sigma Aldrich Ltd. 

Canada.) for 4 minutes. The plates were then washed with 100 pl per well of PBS+0.05% 

Tween 5 times using a MW 96 Well Microplate washer (Beckman Coulter Inc.). The 

plates were then blocked with 200 pl per well of Ultrablock Solution (Serotec Ltd, 

Oxford, UK) for 1 hour at room temperature (RT) and washed as described above. Sera 

were diluted 1/1600 and 1/3200 in wash buffer and 100 pl was added in triplicate to each 

well. Serial dilutions of pooled serum from the day 21 sampling (1/400 - 1/51200) were 

used to obtain a reference curve in each plate in order to monitor the ELISA assay 

reliability. After incubated for 2 hours at RT, the plates were washed, and 100 pl of 

1/4000 conjugated rabbit-anti-sheep IgG (BETHYL Laboratories Inc.) was added into 

each well and incubated for 1 hour at RT. After washing, 80 pl of alkaline phosphatase 

yellow (pNPP) liquid substrate (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, Missouri, USA.) was 

added to each well and incubated in the dark at RT for exactly 30 minutes. The plates 

were read on the Wallac 1420 VICTOR 3 MULTILABEL COUNTER (Perkin Elmer, 

USA) at 405 nm and the optical density (OD) was automatically obtained during reading. 

OD readings were normalized across plates using the correction factor (CF) calculated 

below:

CF _ Overall mean (1/1600 +1/3200) of reference curves from all tested plates 
Actual mean (1/1600 +1/3200) of individual reference curve in each plate

The mean of corrected OD (COD) for each test serum dilution was then calculated below 

for further statistic analysis.
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COD = (1/1600 or 1/3200 sample OD reading)* C.F.

3.3.5. Statistical analysis of stress response groups

Statistical analysis was based on a completely randomized design which included 

only stress responding group (H, M or L) for PHA, stress responding group and the effect 

of sensitization versus no sensitization in a factorial arrangement for DNCB and CAA, 

and stress responding group and the effect of immunization versus no immunization in a 

factorial arrangement for primary and secondary antibody response. Initial measurements 

(Day 0) were used as a covariate in the analysis of primary and secondary antibody 

response. Measurements of DNCB, PHA, CAA and primary and secondary antibody 

response were analysed on a log scale, and DNCB, PHA and CAA at 6 (CAA only), 24, 

48 and 72 hours were expressed as differences from the Day 0 measurement. Contrasts 

were used to compare the H and L stress responsive groups, and the M stress responsive 

group with the average of the H and L stress responsive groups. Response time trends 

were compared among groups using a repeated measures analysis based on the analysis 

of orthogonal polynomial contrasts across time (Kuehl, 1994). All data were analysed 

using the GLM procedure (SAS, 2002) and considered significant when P < 0.05.

3.4. Results:

3.4.1. Selection ofH, M and L inflammatory stress responsive sheep:

The 4-hour serum cortisol concentrations in the 110 endotoxin challenged sheep 

ranged from approximately 28 nmol/L to 700 nmol/L. The heritability estimate for the 

cortisol response was 0.45 in this experimental population, and EBVs for this response 

ranged from -0.599 to 0.335 (Figure 3.1). Thirty animals were selected as either H, or L 
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inflammatory stress responders if their respective EBVs for blood cortisol concentration 

were either greater than 0.204 (Mean ± SD= 510.07 ±76.10 nmol/L), or less than -0.173 

(142.93 ± 45.93 nmol/L). Twelve animals, with EBVs « 0 around the population median 

(319.17 ± 10.48 nmol/L) were chosen as the M stress responsive group. These 42 

selected females were the offspring of 12 different sires and 38 different dams. As 

expected, the 4-hour serum cortisol concentrations were significantly different among 

these three stress responsive groups of animals (P<0.01). Finally, 10 animals from each 

of the H and L stress responding groups were confirmed of their HPAA status by re

challenging them with endotoxin again 3 months after their first challenge. Basal cortisol 

concentrations from the 10 confirmed H and 10 L stress responders were not significantly 

different prior to the endotoxin re-challenge.

3.4.2. Fever response:

All 110 sheep responded to the endotoxin challenge with a fever response. The 

average basal temperature for all animals was 39.46 ± 0.41°C and a peak temperature of 

41.33 ± 0.50°C was observed 3-4 hours post challenge. The average temperature increase 

was 1.87±0.53°C. No correlation between the either peak temperature, or change in 

temperature and peak cortisol concentration was observed (data not shown).

3.4.3. Non-specific CMIR to PHA, and sensitization phase of the antigen specific CMIR 

to DNCB and CAA:

The p-values for contrasts between H versus L, and H and L versus M stress 

responding groups at individual time points for each antigen are listed in Table 3.2. All 

animals responded to PHA with an increase in skin fold thickness 24 - 72 hours post
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challenge (P<0.01). The non-specific CMIR to PHA was not significantly different 

between the H and L stress responding groups (P>0.46). However, there was a trend 

towards a higher CMIR in H and L stress responding groups when compared to M stress 

responsive group of animals at 24 (P=0.08), 48 (P=0.12), and 72 hours (P=0.17) post

challenge (Figure 3.2A).

Animals in the L, M, and H stress responding groups also responded to the DNCB 

sensitization with an increase in skin fold thickness (P<0.001) 24 - 72 hours post

sensitization (Figure 3.2B). Significant differences in the sensitization phase of the CMIR 

to DNCB were not detected among the three different stress responding groups (P>0.10), 

despite the observed L>M>H trend across groups.

When animals were sensitized with CAA, only the animals in the M and H stress 

responding groups displayed significantly increased skin fold thickness (P<0.05) during 

the period of 6 - 72 hours post sensitization; animals in L stress responding group also 

responded to CAA (P=0.07), but not as significantly as the H and M responders. The 

CMIR to CAA sensitization was not significantly different between the L and H stress 

responders however, there was a trend towards a lower response in L and H stress 

responding groups when compared to the M stress responding group at 24 (P=0.10), 48 

(P=0.06), and 72 (P=0.05) hours post-sensitization (Figure 3.2C).

3.4.4. DTH response to DNCB and CAA in the H, M, and L stress responding sheep:

The p-values for contrasts between H versus L, and H and L versus M stress 

responding groups at individual time points are listed in Table 3.2. A significant DTH 

response to DNCB was observed in all three stress responding groups 24-72 hours post- 

DNCB challenge (P<0.0001). Although a significant difference in the DTH response to 
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DNCB was not detected between L and H stress responding groups (P>0.34), the H and L 

stress responding animals exhibited higher DTH responses 24 (P=0.09), 48 (P=0.02) and 

72 hours (P=0.03) when compared to M stress responding group of animals (Figure 

3.3 A).

As with DNCB, the DTH response to CAA was significantly increased in all three 

stress responding groups 24-72 hours post challenge (P<0.003). This CMIR response was 

significantly higher in the H and L stress responding animals than the M stress responders 

24 (P=0.04), 48 (P=0.04), and 72 (P=0.02) hours post CAA challenge, but not 

significantly different between the L and H stress responding animals (P>0.22) (Figure 

3.3B).

3.4.5. Primary and secondary serum IgG response to OVA in the H, M, and L stress 

responding sheep:

All immunized animals responded with significant increase in the primary and 

secondary IgG response to OVA (P<0.01). The primary IgG response was not 

significantly different between the L and H stress responding animals (P=0.80) however, 

the M stress responding group exhibited a significantly greater AMIR than both the H 

and L stress responding animals (P<0.05). Significant differences in the secondary IgG 

response were not observed among the different stress responding groups (Figure 3.4).

3.5. Discussion:

In this study, an acute bacterial endotoxin challenge was used to simulate 

infection-associated stress. There was considerable individual variation in the ovine 

HPAA response to the endotoxin challenge, with 4-hour cortisol concentrations ranging 

from 50 nmol/L to 714 nmol/L. This variation facilitated the identification of H, M, and L 
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stress responsive sheep based on their EBVs for cortisol concentration; these sheep will 

be used in a subsequent breeding program to generate H, M, and L stress responsive lines 

for genetic and epigenetic studies. Differences in basal cortisol concentration among the 

stress responding groups were not detected, indicating that the animals were not stressed 

prior to the inflammatory stress challenge. Additionally, a previous study conducted by 

our group demonstrated that an iv injection of physiological saline, the vehicle used to 

administer endotoxin, did not alter either rectal temperature, or serum cortisol 

concentration (Kabaroff et al., 2006). Therefore, we attribute the fever and HPAA 

response observed in the current study to the effect of endotoxin, alone.

The heritability estimate for cortisol concentration in this experimental population 

was 0.45, indicating that HPAA responsiveness in sheep is moderately heritable. This 

estimate is comparable to heritability estimates reported for fish and humans in response 

to different types of stressors (Bartels et al., 2003; Federenko et al., 2004; Pottinger and 

Carrick, 1999).

When the H and L inflammatory stress responders were re-challenged 3 months 

after their first endotoxin challenge the cortisol response was attenuated. This attenuation 

is likely attributed to LPS tolerance and has been extensively reported in the literature 

(Beishuizen and Thijs, 2003; Mekaouche et al., 1996). LPS tolerance may a protective 

mechanism designed to prevent excessive tissue damage during the acute-phase response 

(Kastenbauer and Ziegler-Heitbrock, 1999). Despite this attenuation, there was a 

sufficient cortisol response to confirm the status of the H and L inflammatory stress 

responding sheep.
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HPAA responsiveness of female sheep was demonstrated to be associated with 

CMIR in this study. Changes in skin-fold thickness in response to mitogen/antigens 

varied among the H, M, and L stress responding sheep indicating differences in the 

CMIR in these groups of animals. A trend in dermal non-specific CMIR response to PHA 

for example, was observed across the stress responding groups (L, H>M). Sensitization to 

DNCB (L>M>H) and CAA (L, H<M) also varied across stress responding groups; these 

trends were however, dependent on the test antigen. In contrast, the DTH response to 

both DNCB and CAA was similar (H, L>M).

The CAA data suggest that CAA may not be a good test antigen for use in sheep. 

The L stress responding group of animals used in the sensitization study for example, did 

not respond significantly to CAA (P=0.07). It is possible that these animals were non

responders and may therefore, be susceptible to C. albicans infection (Romani, 1999; 

Tuite et al., 2004). There was also considerable variation in the M stress responding 

group in response to CAA sensitization. Two sheep in this group responded very strongly 

to CAA, raising the possibly that they may have been previously sensitized to CAA, since 

C. albicans is an opportunistic fungal pathogen and endemic to the region.

Despite this potential concern, both the DTH response to DNCB and CAA, and 

the non-specific CMIR to PHA all displayed a similar pattern across the stress responding 

groups (L»H, and L, H>M). The CMIR to PHA involves the polyclonal expansion of T- 

cells. Whereas, different antigen-specific effector T-cell populations likely mediate the 

DTH response to DNCB and CAA. CD8+ and CD4+ T-cells for example, positively and 

negatively regulate the CMIR to DNCB, respectively (Akiba et al., 2002; Gorbachev and 

Fairchild, 2004; Kish et al., 2005; Saint-Mezard et al., 2003). In contrast, the CMIR to
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CAA is mediated by CD4+ T-cells (Farah et al., 2001; Farah et al., 2002; Fidel, Jr. et al., 

1993; Montagnoli et al., 2002). These similar CMIR patterns suggest that HPAA 

responsiveness may modulate common pathways driving the immune response to these 

mitogen/antigens.

It was interesting to note that differences in CMIR were not observed between the 

H and L stress responding groups despite the extreme differences in endotoxin-induced 

HPAA responsiveness in these two groups of animals. The exacerbated CMIR to PHA, 

DNCB and CAA in the H stress responding group in comparison to the M responders is 

similar to results reported with high stress responsive pigs using an inverted restraint 

stress model (Hessing et al., 1994; Hessing et al., 1995). Different patterns of leukocyte 

trafficking to the site of inflammation may account for this observation (Viswanathan and 

Dhabhar, 2005). We can only speculate however, as to why the L stress responders also 

had a stronger CMIR to PHA, DNCB and CAA than the M stress responders. It is 

possible that these animals are not as effective as the M stress responders at mounting an 

efficient anti-inflammatory response. In support of this, Lewis rats which have impaired 

corticotrophin releasing hormone synthesis and secretion, rendering them hyporeactive to 

stress, also display a strong DTH response to the contact antigen, picryl chloride (Wei et 

al., 2003).

HPAA responsiveness was also associated with ovine AMIR in this study. The 

primary IgG response to OVA in the H and L stress responding animals for example, was 

significantly attenuated when compared to the M stress responders. Differences in the 

secondary IgG response to OVA however, were not detected among these groups. 

Conflicting results on the effects of acute stress on antibody production have been 
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documented using a number of different species. In the rat model for example, 

emotional/psychological stress is associated with an attenuated primary antibody 

response to OVA (Shao et al., 2003), whereas acute restraint stress is associated with an 

exacerbated primary and secondary IgG response to sheep red blood cells (Silberman et 

al., 2003). In women, acute exercise and mental stress prior to influenza vaccination is 

associated with enhanced antibody response (Edwards et al., 2006). Unlike the current 

study however, these studies involved administering the stressor in close temporal 

proximity to the antigen challenge. More similar to our study, Hessing et al. (1995) 

demonstrated that high stress responsive pigs have an attenuated IgG response to bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) and keyhole limpet haemocyanin (KLH) when compared to non

stress responsive pigs. This supports the primary AMIR results we observed in H stress 

responding sheep.

The primary AMIR was also not significantly different between the H and L 

stress responding sheep. When combined with the CMIR data, these results suggest that 

extremes in acute inflammatory stress responsiveness may lead to a dysregulation of the 

ovine immune response favouring CMIR over AMIR. While this hypothesis is appealing, 

it may be over simplified, since differences in the secondary AMIR were not observed 

across the stress responsive groups. Future studies involving the analysis of 

immunoglobulin isotypes (IgM, IgGl & IgG2), hepatic gene expression profiles, and 

blood Thl/Th2 cytokine profiles may provide more evidences to support this hypothesis. 

It is also conceivable that the associations between stress and immune responsiveness 

observed in this study may be attributed to dysregulation of the cutaneous CRH system 

that is involved in regulating dermal inflammatory and immune responses (Slominski et 
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al., 2000), or are secondary responses due to a higher level of organization, such as that 

exhibited by the sympathetic nervous system (Elenkov et al., 2000; Madden, 2003)

3.6. Conclusion

In this study groups of H, M, L inflammatory stress responding sheep were selected 

based on their EBVs for cortisol response to systemic endotoxin challenge. An 

assessment of CMIR and AMIR in these sheep demonstrated that both extreme H and L 

inflammatory stress responsiveness is associated with enhanced dermal CMIR and lower 

primary AMIR as compared to M stress responding sheep. This suggests that extremes in 

ovine HPAA responsiveness may lead to immune dysregulation that favours CMIR over 

AMIR. Given the heritability estimate for this phenotype, a selective breeding program 

has been put in place to produce H, M, and L ovine stress responsive lines. These sheep 

will serve as a large animal comparative model to study genetic and potential epigenetic 

regulation of this phenotype. The health implications of these immunological associations 

with stress responsiveness warrant further investigation.
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Table 3.1. Assessment of immune responsiveness in high (H), medium (M), and low (L) 
stress responsive female sheep

Antigen Day 0 Day 14 Day 21
‘Non
specific 
CMIR

PHA
•Challenged L (15), M 
(12) and H (15) stress 
responders id with PHA.

1 SP- 
CMIR DNCB

•Sensitized L (5), M (5) 
and H (5) stress 
responders topically with 
DNCB.

2SP- 
CMIR CAA

•Sensitized L (5), M (5) 
and H (5) stress 
responders id with CAA.

‘DTH DNCB

•Sensitized L (10), M (7) 
& H (10) stress 
responders topical with 
DNCB.

•Challenged L (10), M 
(7) & H (10) stress 
responders topical with 
DNCB.

2DTH CAA

•Sensitized L (10), M (7) 
& H (10) stress 
responders im with 
CAA.

•Challenged L (10), M 
(7), and H (10) stress 
responders id with CAA.

‘amir

•Collected serum for 
basal IgG.

•Immunised L (10), M 
(7) & H (10) stress 
responders im with OVA 
and L (5), M (5) & H (5) 
stress responders im with 
saline.

•Collected serum for 
OVA primary IgG 
AMIR.

•OVA booster 
administered im to L 
(10), M (7) &H (10) 
stress responders and 
saline administered im to 
L (5), M (5) & H (5) 
stress responders.

•Collected 
serum for 
OVA 
secondary 
IgG 
AMIR

Note. 1 DNCB, PHA, and OVA were tested simultaneously but at different test sites; 2 
CAA was tested independently at a later scheduled time. The number of animals in each 
group is indicated by (n). AMIR, antibody-mediated immune response; CMIR, cell- 
mediated immune response; SP-CMIR, sensitization phase of cell-mediated immune 
response; DTH, delayed-type hypersensitivity response, or elicitation phase of the CMIR; 
DNCB, l-chloro-2, 4-dinitrobenzene; CAA, Candida albicans cellular antigen; PHA, 
phytohemagglutinin; AOO, acetone olive oil; OVA, ovalbumin.
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Table 3.2: Significance of dermal cell-mediated immune response (CMIR) to 
phytohemagglutinin (PHA), l-chloro-2, 4-dinitrobenzene (DNCB), and Candida albicans 
cellular antigen (CAA) in high (H), medium (M) and low (L) stress responsive female 
sheep.___________________________________________________________________
Mitogen/antigen CMIR Hours post 

challenge
P value
H versus L

P value
H, L versus M

PHA Non-specific 
CMIR

24 NS 0.08 H, L>M
48 NS 0.12 H,L>M
72 NS 0.17 H,L>M

DNCB

SP-CMIR
24 NS NS
48 NS NS
72 NS NS

DTH
24 NS 0.09 H, L>M
48 NS 0.02 H, L>M
72 NS 0.03 H, L>M

CAA

SP-CMIR

6 NS NS
24 NS 0.10 H,L<M
48 NS 0.06 H, L<M
72 NS 0.05 H, L<M

DTH

6 NS NS
24 NS 0.04 H, L>M
48 NS 0.04 H, L>M
72 NS 0.02 H, L>M

Note: SP-CMIR, sensitization phase of the CMIR; DTH, delayed-type hypersensitivity 
response, or elicitation phase of the CMIR; NS, not significant.
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Figures Captions

Figure 3.1. Frequency distribution of estimated breeding values (EBVs) for 4-hour serum 
cortisol concentrations from 110 female sheep challenged iv with LPS (400 ng/kg). The 
Semi-circles represent the first selection of 15 L (EBVs < -0.17 and cortisol <210 
nmol/L), 12 M (EBVs «0 and cortisol between 303 and 334 nmol/L), and 15 H (EBVs > 
0.20 and cortisol > 430 nmol/L) stress responding sheep.

Figure 3.2. Assessment of (A) non-specific cell-mediated immune response (CMIR) to 
phytohemagglutinin (PHA), and sensitization phase of the antigen specific CMIR to (B) 
l-chloro-2, 4-dinitrobenzene (DNCB) and (C) C. albicans cellular antigen (CAA). 
Animal numbers are shown in parentheses. Values represent the least square means of the 
change in skin fold thickness ± SEM.

Figure 3.3. Elicitation phase of the antigen specific female sheep CMIR (delayed-type 
hypersensitivity response) of L, M, and H stress responding ewes to (A) l-chloro-2, 4- 
dinitrobenzene (DNCB) and (B) C. albicans cellular antigen (CAA). Animal numbers are 
shown in parentheses. Values represent the least squares means of the change in skin fold 
thickness ± SEM.

Figure 3.4. Primary (Day 14) and secondary (Day 21) serum IgG response of L, M, and H 
stress responding female sheep to ovalbumin (OVA). Animal numbers are shown in 
parentheses. The * indicates the M stress responders have a significantly greater primary 
IgG response to OVA than either the H or L stress responding animals (P<0.05).
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Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.4.
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Chapter 4 Construction and Validation of the Bovine Endocrine-Immune 
Microarray

4.1. Abstract

DNA microarrays are useful tools to study changes of gene expression during 

inflammation. Large commercial DNA microarrays are available for bovine and porcine 

species, however a microarray is currently not available for ovine species. In this study, a 

low-density targeted bovine cDNA microarray containing 109 pre-selected endocrine- 

immune and control genes was constructed as a tool for ovine gene expression research. 

Three identical sub-grids containing 9x16 cDNA spots spaced 6 mm apart were vertically 

printed on the centre of Coming GAPSII Coated slides. Each sub-grid contained a single 

110 pm diameter spot of gene specific cDNA, comprised of 0.12-0.15 ng of gene 

product. The printing quality was checked by POPO™-3 DNA staining, and the 

hybridization specificity and sensitivity was controlled using positive (PC) and negative 

controls (NC) as well as a dilution series of several housekeeping genes and sheep 

genomic DNA. Ovine cDNA was then hybridized to the bovine cDNA microarray to test 

its application for use in ovine gene expression studies. The intensities from the PCs, and 

no obvious hybridization to the NCs, as well as high hybridization rate with ovine cDNA 

indicate that these arrays can be used to evaluate ovine gene expression.

4.2. Introduction

High-density commercial DNA microarrays for human and other species are 

widely available, but microarrays containing well-characterized genes to study pathway

specific gene expression are not accessible to sheep researchers. Although there is a 
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bovine total leukocyte (BOTL) microarray (Pareek et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2001) and a 

bovine innate immune microarray (Donaldson et aL, 2005) currently available, they 

contain thousands of genes that are derived from tissue specific cDNA libraries 

(epithelial and leukocyte cells), and contain a large number of uncharacterized ESTs. 

Hence, these bovine immune arrays are considered less efficient and not very target 

specific for the purpose of studying the interaction between endocrine and immune 

systems. Previously, a small-scale, target specific, bovine microarray was developed for 

use in immunology and endocrinology research and was reported to hybridize with ovine 

RNA samples (Tao et al., 2004). The high degree of homology between cattle and sheep 

should also facilitate the use of this predefined functional microarray for ovine research. 

We have cloned thirteen of the immune-related PCR gene products used for spotting this 

microarray and seven additional endocrine genes to increase the capacity of the array. 

Following Bowtell and Sambrook’s (2003) guidelines for preparation and spotting a 

microarray, we constructed a second printing of the low-density bovine endocrine- 

immune cDNA microarray for use in this research. The array contains one hundred and 

nine endocrine-immune genes that are either involved in the inflammatory response or 

have immunoregulatory function, 5 housekeeping genes, and other control elements. This 

limited number of genes and controls will facilitate an efficient, objective evaluation of 

gene expression without the constraints of analyzing data from a broad screening of 

thousands of genes and unknown ESTs.

4.3. Materials and Methods

4.3.1. Gene and Control Element Selection, and Primers Design

In total, 109 endocrine-immune genes were selected for construction of the bovine 
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cDNA microarray. The information for 102 of these genes has been previously published 

(Tao et al., 2004) and is summarized in Table 4.1. An additional seven more endocrine- 

immune related genes were also added to this microarray. The primers for synthesizing 

these gene specific fragments were designed using the Primer 3 software 

(http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3 www.cgi) and listed in Table 4.2. In 

order to evaluate the reliability of the experimental hybridization, several positive and 

negative controls were also spotted on the slides. The positive controls included five 

housekeeping (HK) genes [p-actin (B actin), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

(GAPDH), p2-microglobulin (B2), hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT), 

acidic ribosomal protein large PO (RPLPO)] and sheep genomic DNA. Negative controls 

included salmon sperm DNA, a bacterial gene Rhodococcus equi 17-kDa virulence- 

associated protein, and a partial plasmid sequence of pACYC177, as well as the spotting 

buffer (50% DMSO). Four dilutions (250, 50, 10, 2 ng/pl) of the 5 HK genes, sheep DNA 

and salmon sperm DNA were spotted at the end of every sub-grid on the slide to monitor 

the hybridization sensitivity (Table 4.3).

4.3.2. Gene specific reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR)

Total RNA was extracted from more than 10 bovine tissues (liver, adrenal, 

thymus, thyroid, lymph node, lung, kidney, hypothalamus, pituitary and brain) using 

Trizol reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Burlington, ON) following the 

manufacture’s instruction. Pooled total RNA was used to synthesize gene-specific cDNA 

using Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, Burlington, ON). A touchdown 

PCR program, starting at 68°C and reducing 1 °C /every second cycle to the gene specific 

annealing temperature, was used to increase the PCR reaction specificity. PCR quality 
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was carefully monitored by comparing the PCR product size on 2% agarose gels to a 50- 

bp DNA ladder (Invitrogen, Burlington, ON) after ethidium bromide staining.

4.3.3. Cloning endocrine-immune genes for long-term storage

Some of the endocrine-immune related genes that were spotted onto the array 

were good candidates for cloning because they are expressed at very low levels making it 

difficult to synthesize enough PCR products for spotting. In order to make sure only a 

single RT-PCR product is inserted into the cloning vector, PCR products were purified 

from gels using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN, Mississauga, ON). These 

purified PCR products were inserted into pCR®2.1-TOPO® vector (Invitrogen, 

Burlington, ON) and transformed into TOP 10 chemically competent E. coli cells by heat 

shocking at 42°C for 30 seconds without shaking. These cells were then spread onto pre

warmed LB (Luria-Bertani) plus ampicillin and X-gal plates, and incubated overnight at 

37°C. The next day ~ 10 white or light blue colonies were lifted to confirm insertion by 

gene specific or universal Ml 3 PCR, followed by sequencing. A typical gel picture for 

analyzing transformants is presented in Figure 4.1 and the corresponding sequence is in 

Figure 4.2. For details on the procedures for cloning and analyzing the transformants, 

refer to the TOPO TA cloning® kit manual (Invitrogen, Burlington, ON). Once colonies 

of interest were identified, a single colony was isolated and used to inoculate 1-2 ml of 

LB medium containing 50ug/ml ampicillin. These cells were cultured overnight in a 37°C 

shaking water bath, and then mixed with 15% sterile glycerol and aliquoted into at least 

three sterile vials for long-term storage at -80°C.

4.3.3. Synthesizing the gene products from clone cultures and RT-PCR reactions

Stored clone cells were thawed and used to inoculate LB plus ampicillin medium.
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After these cells were cultured overnight in a 37°C shaking water bath, 10 pl of the fresh 

bacterial cell culture was mixed with 90 pl of sterile water, capped tight, heated at 98°C 

for 10-15 minutes to lyse the cells, and centrifuged at 1300 g for 5 minutes. The 

supernatant (5 pl) was used as a template for each of 100 pl PCR reaction. Most of these 

gene fragments were synthesized by regular PCR using universal Ml3 primers [Forward: 

5’-GTAAAACGACGGCCAG-3’; Reverse: 5’-CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3’] from the 

gene specific clones. The PCR working conditions for the Ml3 primers were as follows: 

94°C for 3 minutes to activate the Taq enzyme, followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 

94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 55°C for 30 seconds, and extension first at 72°C for 30 

seconds, and then 72°C for 10 minutes. The specificity of gene products from the clones 

was verified by 1.5 ~ 2.0% gel electrophoresis. Gene specific reverse transcription PCR 

(RT-PCR) was used for amplifying those genes that were not cloned.

4.3.4 Gene product purification and quantification

Ethanol precipitation was performed to purify all gene products. Briefly, 100% 

ethanol was added to the PCR products at 2.5-3.0 times the volume. Sodium acetate 

(3.0M, pH 5.2) was added at l/10th the volume, and 2.0 pl of glycogen (20 mg/ml) was 

added per 100 pl of PCR reaction to increase nucleotide recovery. These PCR products 

were then stored at -80°C overnight. The next morning, the PCR products were 

centrifuged at 14000 g for 20 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was carefully decanted off 

the precipitate and washed twice with 250 pl of 70% of cold ethanol at 14000 g for 5 

minutes. The DNA pellet was air-dried and then re-suspended in 12 pl of sterile H2O. 

The concentration of gene products was estimated with a Low DNA Mass Ladder 

(Invitrogen, Burlington, ON) and /or PicoGreen® dsDNA Quantitation Kit (Invitrogen).
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The PCR products were concentrated using DNA120 Speed Vac System (Thermo

Electron Corporation, Waltham, MA) at the medium drying rate if the concentration was 

lower than 300 ng/pl All gene products were adjusted to a concentration of 300-500 

ng/pl in sterile water.

4.3.5. Microarray print format

Three identical sub-grids containing 9x16 spots were vertically spaced 6 mm 

apart and aligned in the centre of slide. A single spot for each gene was allocated to every 

sub-grid such that the genes were in triplicate across the array. Three positive controls 

(B-actin, GAPDH and HPRT) and 4 dilutions of 5 HK genes, sheep genomic DNA and 

sheared salmon sperm DNA were distributed at beginning and end of each sub-grid for 

quality control and sensitivity detection. See Figure 4.5 for the final array-printing 

format.

4.3.6. Printing and post-processing slides

Purified and concentrated gene products (4.5 pl) were transferred to a 384 v- 

bottom well polypropylene Uniplate® (Whatman® Polyfiltronics, USA) according to a 

pre-designed array template. An equal amount of 100% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) was 

added to each well containing gene target. A robotic spotting system (VersArray 

ChipWriter Pro, BioRad, Ontario) and a single micro-spotting pin SMP3 (TeleChem 

International Inc. Sunnyvale, California) were used to spot the gene targets onto Coming 

GAPSII Coated slide (Coming Incorporated, Coming New York) which have a uniform, 

covalently bound coating of pure y-amino propyl silane that gives the slides a high 

quality, DNA immobilizing surface. Slide printing was done at 21-23°C with relative 

humidity 45-55%. Slide post-print processing was performed as per Coming’s 
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instructions; the slides were re-hydrated by holding slides (array side down) over a bath 

of 95-100°C double distilled water until a light vapour film is observed across the 

printing area. The slides were then snap-dried on a 100°C hotplate for 5-10 seconds. The 

DNA was then UV cross-linked using a StrataLinker (StrataLinker UV Crosslinker, 

Stratagene, LaJolla, California) with dose of 300 mJ.

4.3.7. Inspecting the printing quality, hybridization specificity and sensitivity

To ensure the microarray printing was of high quality, sample arrays were taken 

from the batch and stained with POPO-3™ DNA stain (Invitrogen) (Figure 4.3). The 

arrays were scanned at 532 nm to determine the number of spots that contained PCR 

products and their uniformity. Different amounts of total RNA (5, 10, 20 pg) from bovine 

and sheep were reverse transcribed, labelled, and self-hybridized onto the microarray to 

assess the hybridization specificity, sensitivity, reproducibility of spot intensities and 

cross species hybridization capabilities of ovine cDNA. The procedures for hybridization 

are detailed below.

4.3.8. Hybridization to the bovine cDNA microarray

SlideHyb™ #3 buffer (Ambion, Inc. Austin, TX USA) was pre-heated to 68°C 

and 110 pl was added to the pooled, concentrated fluorescent-labelled probe and warmed 

to 68°C for 5 minutes. The probe was hybridized onto the microarray using the GeneTAC 

HybStation (Genomic Solution Ltd. Ann Arbor, MI) according to the pre-created 

ONHYB.hyb program. This was a step-down hybridization, which started at 65°C for 3 

hours to increase specificity, and was then dropped down to 55°C for another 3 hours. 

The final hybridization temperature was maintained at 50°C for 12 hours and was 

immediately followed by a step-down wash procedure including a medium stringency 
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wash at 50°C, a high stringency wash at 42°C, and a post wash at 42°C. The wash buffers 

were supplied by Genomic Solutions (Genomic Solution Ltd. Ann Arbor, MI). The 

microarrays were removed from the hybridization module immediately after the wash 

steps were finished, briefly washed three times in 2X SSC and three times in sterile 

water, and then spun dry in a 50 ml conical tube at 1700 rpm for 2 minutes prior to 

scanning.

4.4. Result and Discussion

4.4.1. Insert verification

The inserts from 20 cloned endocrine-immune genes were verified by 1.5-2.0% 

agarose gel electrophoresis and sequencing. BLAST analysis of these sequences 

confirmed that these inserts are the sequences used to design primers for the gene

specific PCR (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/). A representative gel image and 

sequencing are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

4.4.2. Microarray spots uniformity

Uniform spots (110 pm in diameter) in every sub-grid were observed when 

scanned at 532 nm after POPO-3 staining, indicating that similar amounts of PCR 

products were firmly printed on the GAPSII pre-coated slides (Figure 4.3).

4.4.3. Sensitivity and reproducibility

Similar signal intensities from the self-hybridizations with labelled bovine / sheep 

cDNA reverse transcribed from 5 / 10 pg total RNA was observed (Figure 4.4). The 

signals from a hybridization with 20 pg of total RNA were saturated indicating that 20 pg 

of total RNA is excessive for the hybridization under ONHYB. Hyb protocol. The 

gradient intensities from 4 dilutions of 5 HK genes and sheep genomic DNA show that 
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the array is sensitive enough to detect gene expression as low as 2.0 ng/pl. Nothing 

hybridized to the negative control spots. A reproducible hybridization across sub-grids 

was observed within or between arrays (Figure 4.5).

4.4.4. Cross-hybridization using sheep total RNA

Self-hybridization of 10 pg labelled un-stimulated sheep liver total RNA showed 

that 85-93% of genes with intensities greater than two times of background were 

hybridized to the bovine endocrine-immune microarray, and 99% of genes from LPS 

stimulated sheep total RNA hybridized to the bovine endocrine-immune microarray. The 

RNA was deemed to be of high quality based on the 28S/18S of > 1.2. Based on the 

above observations, this bovine endocrine-immune microarray is suitable for both of 

ovine and bovine gene expression studies.

4.4.5. Discussion

This bovine endocrine-immune microarray has been validated in ConA-stimulated 

Holstein dairy cow leukocyte gene expression studies, and the cross species hybridization 

ability to sheep RNA was confirmed previously (Tao et aL, 2004). The current study 

involved re-building this pre-defined functional target specific bovine microarray for use 

in this endocrine-immune interaction study. The high cross-species hybridization rate of 

sheep RNA to the bovine microarray indicates that these arrays are suitable for both 

bovine and sheep gene expression studies. The 94-97% sequence (mRNA) similarity 

between bovine and ovine for a subset of genes (TLR4, CD 14, TNFa, IL-6, lactoferrin, 

IGFBP3 and TCRg) from BLAST search of NCBI website also theoretically supports this 

concept of cross species hybridization. Moreover, there is less than a 3% difference in the 

cattle and sheep coding sequences of 120 genes, providing strong evidence for gene 
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homology between these species (Kijas et al., 2006).

Gradient intensities from the diluted PCs indicate that this bovine microarray can 

detect a wide range of gene expression from highly abundant transcripts to very low 

concentration transcripts. Sensitivity, in this case, was based on the minimal detectable 

concentration of diluted target genes and was deemed to be 2.0 ng/pl. No hybridization to 

the negative controls was observed and a reproducible hybridization pattern was observed 

across sub-grids within and between microarrays. Therefore, this microarray is sensitive 

and reliable enough for analyzing the changes in sheep gene expression after LPS 

stimulation.

No apparent differences in images obtained from 5 / 10 pg of total RNA suggests 

that 5.0 pg of total RNA is the minimum amount of RNA required for hybridization and 

this is consistent with a previous study using this microarray (Tao et al., 2004). However, 

the intensities from 10 pg of total RNA are slightly higher than that from 5.0 pg of total 

RNA, which is why 10 pg of total RNA was used for sample hybridization. This amount 

of RNA is required for the GeneTAC HybStation because a volume of 110 pl of 

hybridization buffer is required to cover entire surface of slide.

It is important to have good quality RNA, 28S/18S of >1.2, to produce strong 

signals and minimize the background on the array. However, there currently is no real 

consensus on standardization for RNA quality control. The Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer 

(Agilent Technologies, USA) is one of the most effective tools for characterizing RNA 

integrity compared to conventional method of using a spectrophotometer and MOPS 

agarose gel electrophoresis. Although theoretically a ratio of 2.0 of 28S / 18S is 

considered typical high quality intact RNA, it is difficult to meet this purity from tissue 
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samples (Auer et al., 2003; Imbeaud et al., 2005). Our RNA samples with ratio of 1.24 - 

1.60 for 28S/18S produced comparable gene expression results from liver biopsies.

Although large-scale commercial microarrays for the bovine species are available 

for studying immune-related changes in genes expression (Donaldson et al., 2005; Pareek 

et al., 2005), it involves screening thousands genes or unknown EST, and tedious data 

analysis. Using this customized low-density target-specific bovine endocrine-immune 

microarray ensures these problems are avoided and the interaction of endocrine and 

immune system can be more efficiently studied.
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Table 4.1 A list of the 109 genes on the bovine endocrine-immune microarray used to 
detect differential gene expression in high (H) and low (L) LPS stress responsive sheep.
Code Gene Code Gene Code Gene Code Gene

HK -positive controls CY39 IL12Rb2 RG14 CD44 AP7 LMP2

HK1 p-actin CY40 TGFbRl RG15 CD80 AP8 LMP7

HK2 GAPDH CY42 TGFb-1 RG17 CTLA4 AP9 LMP10

HK3 P-2-microglobulin CY43 TGFb-2 RG19 Fas AP10 CDla.b.d
Cytokine or cytokine- 
related Gene CY45 FACE RG20 Caspl3A AP14 Granzyme

CY1 M-CSFP CY48 IFNa RG22 FcR2 T-cell associated genes

CY2 M-CSFa Chemokines RG24 Lactoferrin TCR2 TCRz

CY3 G-CSF CHI CCR3 Complementary genes TCR3 WC1.1

CY4 GM-CSF CH2 CCR4 COM1 C3 TCR4 TCRg

CY6 GM-CSFRa CH3 CXCR4 COM3 C4 TCR6 TCRb

CY8 ILip CH4 CCR7 Pattern recognition or 
Innate defense genes TCR9 CD3g

CY9 IL1 antag CH5 CCR9 INN1 CD 14 TCR10 TCRd

CY10 IL2 CH6 Lymphotactin INN2 TLR2 Endocrine genes

CY11 IL2R CH8 MCP-1 INN3 TLR4 END2 GH

CY13 IL4 CH9 MCP-2 INN5 NRAMP1 END4 PPRL

CY14 IL4R CH10 MCP-3 Immunoglobulin or Ig- 
related genes END5 PRLR

CY15 IL5 CH11 IL8 IMM1 IgArP END9 IGFBP3

CY16 IL6 CH12 IL8R IMM2 IgA END 10 TBG

CY17 IL6R CH13 RANTES IMM3 IgM END 12 MSHR

CY18 IL10 CH14 MCP-IRa IMM4 IgL END 13 GHRHR

CY19 IL10RP CH17 CCR5 IMM5 FcRg END 15 GHR

CY21 IL12-35 CH19 MIP-la IMM6 FcRI END18 ACTHR

CY22 IL12-40 CH21 MIP-3a IMM7 FcRN END 19 GHRH

Cy23 IL12R Immune regulatory
genes IMM9 FcgIIR END20 LIF

CY25 IL14 RG1 NFKB1 IMM12 IgGl END21 NK1R

CY29 TNFa RG3 NFAT1 IMM13 IgG2a END22 MC2R

CY31 TNFR1 RG6 TIR Antigen processing or 
presenting END23 SOCS2

CY33 TNFb RG7 SOD API MHC-DM END24 TAC1

CY34 MIF RG8 IFNaR AP3 MHC-DR END25 UCN

CY35 IFNg RG11 CD27 AP4 MHC-1 Negative controls

CY36 IFNgR RG12 CD28 AP6 SUGI
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Table 4 2. Seven additional endocrine-immune genes, accession numbers, primers, RT- 
PCR and Ml3 product lengths that were added to the original array (Tao et al. 2004) for 
detection differential gene expression in high (H) and low (L) LPS stress responsive 
sheep.

Gene Gene Name Accession # Forward Primer Reverse Primer RT-PCR 
length (bp)

M13 PCR 
length (bp)

TAC1 ’Tachykinin, precursor 1 NM 174193 GCCGTGGCAGTGATT 
TTT

CGTCTTCTTTCATAAT 
CCTGCAT 371 573

NklR
Tachikinin receptor 1 (putative 
receptor for bovine substance 
P).

AJ272068 GCTGTCTTTGCCAGT
ATTTACTCC

GAGTCCCCAGGGATC 
TCAC 353 519

UCN Urocortin
AF085334/ ACGCTCTCCTCTTGCT 

GCT
AACGGGTCTTCAGTA 
CTTTTATT 350-400 550-600NM 003353

2

MC2R
Melanocortin 2 receptor 
(adrenocorticotropic hormone 
receptor)

NM 174109 GGCTGTGGCCAAGAA
TAAGA

TGGGCAGAATGTCAT
CAAGA 598 764

GHRH Growth hormone releasing 
hormone

NM 178325 GCTGCTCTGGGTGTT
CTTCCTCG

GGGAGTTCCTGCGCT
CCTGC 311 513

LIF
Leukemia inhibitory factor 
[cholinergic differentiation 
factor!

NM 173931 CTTGCTGCTGGTTCTC
CACT

CTGCTTGTACTTCCCC
AGGA 550 752

SOCS2 Suppressor of cytokine 
signalling 2 NM 177523 GCGGTGCCTCGAGTC

CTCCG
GGTGAACAGTGCCGT 
TCCGGG 440 642

*Tachykinin, precursor 1 (substance K, substance P, neurokinin 1, neurokinin 2, neuromedin L, neurokinin 
alpha, neuropeptide K, neuropeptide gamma).
RT-PCR: reverse transcriptase PCR.
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Table 4.3. Four dilutions of control genes on the bovine endocrine-immune microarray 
for detecting the hybridization specificity and sensitivity.

Control
ID Gene Full Name

Primers and 
PCR Product 
size reference

Dilutions

HK1 p-actin Bos taurus P-actin (Tao et al., 
2004)

Bactin-1 250ng/ul
Bactin-2 50ng/ul
Bactin-3 lOng/ul
Bactin-4 2ng/ul

HK2 GAPDH
Bos taurus 
glyceraldehyde-3 - 
phosphate dehydrogenase

(Tao et al., 
2004)

GAPDH-1 250ng/ul
GAPDH-2 50ng/ul
GAPDH-3 lOng/ul
GAPDH-4 2ng/ul

HK3 B2 Bos taurus b2- 
microglobulin

(Tao et al., 
2004)

B2-1 250ng/ul
B2-2 50ng/ul
B2-3 lOng/ul
B2-4 2ng/ul

HK5 HPRT Hypoxanthine 
phosphoribosyltransferase

(Tao et al., 
2004)

HPRT-1 250ng/ul
HPRT-2 50ng/ul
HPRT-3 lOng/ul
HPRT-4 2ng/ul

HK6 RPLPO Acidic ribosomal protein 
large PO (TC204704)

(Strandberg et 
al, 2005)

RPLPO-1 250ng/ul
RPLPO-2 50ng/ul
RPLPO-3 lOng/ul
RPLPO-4 2ng/ul

PC Sheep 
DNA Sheep genomic DNA

Bowtell and 
Sambrook
2003

PC-1 250ng/ul
PC-2 50ng/ul
PC-3 lOng/ul
PC-4 2ng/ul

NC3 SSDNA
Sheared salmon sperm 
DNA (sheared-300- 
500bp)

Ambion

NC3-1 lOOng/ul
NC3-2 50ng/ul
NC3-3 lOng/ul
NC3-4 2ng/ul

HK: housekeeping gene. PC: positive control. NC: negative control. SSDNA: Sheared salmon 
sperm DNA.
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Table 4.4. Gradient intensities from the control genes dilution studies for detecting the 
hybridization sensitivity__________________________________________________

Control ID / Dilutions Average Intensities 
(Pixel) Control ID / Dilutions Average Intensities 

(Pixel)
B2-1 13765.765 GAPDH-1 8727.49

B2-2 11617.292 GAPDH-2 6516.60

B2-3 6154.312 GAPDH-3 4710.72

B2-4 3065.294 GAPDH-4 2003.37

Bactin-1 7009.051 HPRT-1 5008.45

Bactin-2 6284.229 HPRT-2 4103.58

Bactin-3 5086.448 HPRT-3 1233.67

Bactin-4 2609.248 HPRT-4 1126.63

RPLPO-1 8863.417 SheepDNA-1 32795.15

RPLPO-2 6361.376 SheepDNA-2 13916.14

RPLPO-3 2749.853 SheepDNA-3 1569.11

RPLPO-4 929.461 SheepDNA-4 255.82

B2: bos taurus b2-microglobulin. Bactin: bos taurus p-actin. RPLPO: acidic ribosomal 
protein large PO. GAPDH: bos taurus glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 
HPRT: hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase. SheepDNA: sheep genomic DNA.
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Figure 4.1. Insert verification: a representative of 1.5 % agarose gel image for analyzing 
the transformants from the colonies

Analyzing MC2R colonies by PCR from gene specific primers. Lane 1 represents 50bp 
DNA ladder; Lane 2-11 represent PCR products from MC2R colonies 1-10.
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Figure 4.2. Sequencing gene product from gene specific primer or universal primer Ml3 
from transforming growth factor beta 2 (TGFP-2) colony for insert verification.

This is a representative sequence from transforming growth factor beta 2 (TGFp-2) 
forward primer. The gene specific PCR product was synthesized from TGF0-2 cloned 
culture, then purified from column and sequenced from forward and reverse primer 
(sequence not show here). Blast analysis of this sequence confirmed that the insert is the 
sequence used to design primer for gene specific RT-PCR.
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stain image for checking microarray spotsFigure 4.3 A representative of POPO-3™ 
uniformity / printing quality.

Sample array from different batches were stained with POPO-3™ stain and scanned at 
532nm. Uniform green spots (110pm in diameter) in every sub-grid were observed; 
indicating similar amounts of gene products were firmly printed on the GAPSII pre
coated slides.
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Figure 4.4 A representative hybridization image from 5/10ug of bovine / sheep total RNA

10.0 pg of total bovine RNA

B

10.0 pg of total sheep RNA

5.0pg of total bovine RNA

D

5.0pg of total sheep RNA

Similar images were obtained from self-hybridization with 5/10 ug of total bovine / sheep 
RNA, and the intensities from 10 ug of total RNA were higher than from 5 ug of total 
RNA.
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Figure 4.5. A representative image of the final array printing format and hybridization
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Three identical sub-grids containing 9x16 spots were vertically spaced 6 mm apart and aligned in 
the centre of slide. A single spot for each gene was allocated to every sub-grid such that the genes 
were in triplicate across the array. Three positive controls (P-actin, GAPDH and HPRT) and 4 
dilutions of 5 HK genes, sheep genomic DNA and sheared salmon sperm DNA were distributed 
at beginning and end of each sub-grid for quality control and sensitivity detection.
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Chapter 5: Endotoxin-induced Hepatic Gene Expression Profiles in High (H) and 
Low (L) Inflammatory Stress Responsive Sheep

5.1 Abstract

Bi-directional communication between the neuroendocrine and immune systems is 

designed to maintain and restore physiological homeostasis during periods of stress and 

infection. During systemic gram-negative bacterial infections for example, pro- 

inflammatory cytokines activate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA) leading 

to the secretion of glucocorticoids that down regulate the inflammatory and subsequent 

immune responses. Variation in the expression of genes that regulate this bi-directional 

communication may contribute to individual variation in disease susceptibility in 

animals, including ruminants. In this study, hepatic gene expression profiles were 

measured in previously categorized high (H) and low (L) inflammatory stress responding 

sheep during systemic Escherichia coli lipopolysaccharide (LPS) challenge to determine 

if hepatic gene expression contributes to variation in the HPAA response phenotype. 

Twenty phenotypic extreme inflammatory stress responding female sheep were re

challenged with LPS and liver biopsies were collected 4 hours post challenge. Microarray 

analysis of the mRNA extracted from these tissues was performed using a bovine cDNA 

endocrine-immune microarray containing 109 plus 5 housekeeping genes, and validated 

by semi-quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR). A hundred and eight genes were expressed 

in the hepatic tissues, and the ratio of H/L for each gene on the microarray was 

approximately 1.0. Despite this, IGFBP3 (P=0.055), lactoferrin (P=0.028), and the T-cell 

receptor y chain (P=0.052) mRNA were differentially expressed between the H and L 

stress responding groups before Benjamini and Hochberg multiple testing correction.
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Validation by qPCR did not reveal significant differences in hepatic gene expression 

between the H and L stress responding animals, lactoferrin mRNA expression appeared 

to be slightly more elevated in the H stress responding animals (P=0.074, H/L expression 

ratio 1.893). Overall, this suggests that hepatic gene expression does not significantly 

contribute to variation in the ovine HPAA response phenotype despite its role in HPAA 

activation during endotoxemia.

Key words: Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal responsiveness 

(HPAA), hepatic gene expression, ovine

5.2 Introduction

Communication between the neuroendocrine and immune systems occurs as a 

means to maintain and restore physiological homeostasis during periods of stress and 

infection. During gram-negative bacterial infections, an inflammatory response (IFR) is 

mounted as a defence mechanism to protect the host from the invading pathogen. This 

IFR is initiated by the recognition of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), 

such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS), by pattern recognition molecules (PRMs) that lead to 

the induction of the pro-inflammatory cytokine genes including; tumour necrosis factor 

(TNF)-a, and the interleukins (IL)-ip, and IL-6 (Frost et al., 2002).

This IFR must be tightly regulated to prevent excessive enzymatic and oxidative 

damage to tissues surrounding the site of inflammation. The pro-inflammatory cytokines 

TNF-oc, IL-ip, and IL-6 for example, activate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis 

(HPAA) (Beishuizen and Thijs, 2003; Turnbull and Rivier, 1999), which is initiated by 

the release of corticotrophin release hormone (CRH) and arginine vasopressin (AVP) into 

the hypophysial portal blood. These neuropeptides subsequently stimulate the anterior 
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pituitary to secret adrenocorticotropic hormones (ACTH) into the circulation, which 

ultimately leads to the secretion of glucocorticoids (GC) from the adrenal cortex. 

Cortisol, the major GC in ruminants and humans, plays a pivotal role in regulating the 

IFR and immune response (ER) by: up-regulating the expression of anti-inflammatory 

cytokines (TGF[3, IL-4, IL-10, IL-13); inhibiting the production of IL-12, interferon IFN- 

y and a, and TNFa; altering leukocyte trafficking, suppressing T lymphocyte 

proliferation; inducing leukocyte apoptosis; and suppressing the cell-mediated immune 

responses (CMIR) while promoting the antibody-mediated immune responses (AMIR) 

(Buttgereit and Scheffold, 2002; Elenkov, 2004; Eskandari et al., 2003).

Although cortisol is key to the regulation of the IFR and IR, excessive or 

prolonged cortisol production is undesirable since it can lead to hypercortisolism causing 

Cushing Syndrome (Schuff, 2003), or chronic immunosuppression that may increase 

susceptibility to certain diseases. Its secretion is therefore, tightly regulated by 

mechanisms that include a negative feedback loop to control HPAA activation, 

corticosteroid binding globulin (CBG) and lip-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (llpHSD) 

(Buckingham, 2006).

Systemic LPS challenge is often used to model the acute-phase response in 

different species (Berczi, 1998; Copeland et al., 2005; Schroedl et al., 2001). Given the 

importance of the liver as a primary organ for the uptake and clearance of LPS (Tanikawa 

et al., 1998; Vodovotz et al., 2001), several groups have used microarrays and real-time 

PCR to study hepatic gene expression profiles in dogs and mice challenged with LPS, 

and reported the induction of genes associated with the IFR, including PRMs (TLR4 and 

CD14), accessory protein MD-2, MAP kinase, nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB), multiple 
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cytokines and acute-phase proteins (Higgins et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2002). The purpose of 

this study was to characterize hepatic gene expression profiles in high (H) and low (L) 

inflammatory stress responding sheep to determine if neuroendocrine-immune signaling 

in the liver contributes to variation in ovine HPAA responsiveness. Variation in the 

expression of genes that regulate communication between the immune and 

neuroendocrine systems may contribute to individual variation in susceptibility to 

inflammatory conditions such as mastitis, metritis, and sepsis in ruminants. The H and L 

inflammatory stress responders used in this study were previously selected from a 

population of 110 female sheep by measuring their 4-hour peak serum cortisol 

concentration following systemic challenge with LPS (400 ng/kg).

5.3 Material and Methods

5.3.1. LPS challenge and liver biopsy collection

Previously, 110 Rideau-Arcott ewes were challenged iv with LPS (400 ng/kg) to 

activate the HPAA and 15 H and 15 L stress responders were identified based on their 

estimated breeding values (EBVs) for peak serum cortisol concentration at 4 hours post 

LPS challenge. These thirty animals were re-challenged with LPS (400 ng/kg) three 

months after first LPS injection. Liver biopsies (50-90 mg) were collected 4 hours post 

challenge according to the methodology described by (Kabaroff et al., 2006). Tissues 

were submerged into 5-10 volumes of RNAtoer (Ambion, Inc. Austin, TX USA) 

permeated overnight at 4°C, and then storage at -80°C. The H and L stress status of these 

animals was confirmed again through serum cortisol analysis. In the end, 10 H and 10 L 

phenotypic extreme stress responders were used to study hepatic gene expression 

profiles.
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5.3.2. Isolation of total RNA

Total RNA was extracted from the liver biopsies by combining TRizol reagent 

(Invitrogen Life technologies, Burlington, ON) and the RNease Mini Kit (QIAGEN Inc. 

Canada, Mississauga, ON). Briefly, the liver biopsies (50-90 mg) were removed from the 

RNA/tzter, immediately snap freezen in liquid nitrogen and ground into powder using 

mortar and pestle. Trizol (1.0 ml) was added to the tissue powder to lyse the cells and 

total RNA was extracted according to the manufacturer’s directions. RNease Mini 

Columns were used to purify the total RNA before precipitation. RNase-Free DNase 

(QIAGEN Inc. Canada, Mississauga, ON) was added to the column to completely 

remove contaminating DNA during the column purification. The RNA quality was 

checked using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies Canada Inc. Mississauga, 

on) to determine size profiles, RNA integrity and concentration, and then concentrated to 

approximately 1.0 pg/pl using the DNA120 Speed Vac system (Thermo Electron 

Corporation, Waltham, MA). All the RNA samples used in this study were good quality 

with minimal degradation. Having a ratio of 28S over 18S of 1.24 ~ 1.60, (averaging 

1.38) for H and L stress responding animals.

5.3.3. Microarray analysis

5.3.3.1. Microarray design and spotting

A low-density cDNA microarray, containing 109 pre-selected endocrine-immune 

bovine genes plus 5 housekeeping (HK) genes and other controls, was designed and 

constructed according to the previous publication (Tao et al., 2004). The positive and 

negative controls, gene product purification and concentration for spotting microarray 

were performed according to “DNA Microarray: A Molecular Cloning Manual” (Bowtell 
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and Sambrook, 2003). Array spotting, post processing, and quality assessment were 

performed in the University of Guelph’s microarray core facility. The reliability of cross 

species hybridization with sheep cDNA was previously verified (Tao et al., 2004). The 

sensitivity of the microarray analysis was assessed by measuring the minimal detectable 

concentration of a diluted HK gene cDNA, and determined to be 2.0 ng/pl.

5.3.3.2. Synthesis of fluorescent-labelled. cDNA and hybridization design

Fluorescent-labelled cDNA was prepared from 10 pg of high quality total RNA 

using the SuperScript™ Indirect cDNA Labelling System (Invitrogen, Burlington ON) 

with the Alexa Fluor 647 and 555 reactive dyes (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, 

Burlington ON) following the manufacture’s instructions with the following 

modifications: 1) first strand cDNA synthesis was performed at 46°C for 3 hours instead 

of 2 hours to increase the yield of cDNA; 2) during the first round of column purification 

and ethanol precipitation, centrifuge tubes containing purified cDNA and 100% ethanol 

were stored at -80°C overnight to increase the cDNA recovery; 3) a Speed Vac system 

was used to concentrate the combined fluorescent-labelled cDNA probe to < 10 pl. 

Before concentrating samples from the H and L stress responding animals they were 

labelled with either the Alexa Fluor 647 or 555 dyes and pooled according the randomly 

balanced hybridization design in Figure 5.1.

5.3.3.3. Probe hybridization to the bovine cDNA microarray

SlideHyb™ #3 buffer (Ambion, Inc. Austin, TX USA) was pre-heated to 68°C 

and 110 pl was added to the pooled, concentrated fluorescent-labelled probe and warmed 

to 68°C for 5 minutes. The probe was hybridized onto the microarray using the GeneTAC 

HybStation (Genomic Solution Ltd. Ann Arbor, MI) according to the pre-created
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ONHYB.hyb program. This was a step-down hybridization, which started at 65°C for 3 

hours to increase specificity, and was then dropped down to 55°C for another 3 hours. 

The final hybridization temperature was maintained at 50°C for 12 hours and was 

immediately followed by a step-down wash procedure including a medium stringency 

wash at 50°C, a high stringency wash at 42°C, and a post wash at 42°C. The wash buffers 

were supplied by Genomic Solutions. The microarrays were removed from the 

hybridization module immediately after the wash steps were finished, briefly washed 

three times in 2X SSC and three times in sterile water, and then spun dry in a 50 ml 

conical tube at 1700 rpm for 2 minutes prior to scanning.

5.3.3.4. Microarray scanning and data analysis

The hybridized microarrays were scanned using GenePix 4000A scanner (Axon 

Instrument, Foster City, CA) at a resolution of 10 pm per pixel with the laser power set to 

100. To maximize the dynamic range of image intensities, the microarrays were scanned 

at different photomultiplier settings; the red channel (635 nm) was scanned first, and then 

the green channel (532 nm) to eliminate photo bleaching of the red fluorescent signal. 

The single wavelength images from both channels were overlapped to get the 635/532 

nm ratio intensities as close to 1.0 as possible. After image acquisition the spots 

intensities were obtained automatically using the GenePix ™ Pro 3.0 software package 

(Axon Instruments, CA).

The Lowess (Locally Weighted Regression and Smoothing Scatterplots) method 

was employed to normalize the data from the 10 microarray experiments (Cleveland, 

1979). The ProcLOESS SAS program, obtained from Dr. P. Coussens (Department of 

Animal Science, Michigan State University), was run for all microarray experiments to 
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obtain the normalized spot intensities for each individual array. A spot signal was only 

accepted when the normalized intensity after background subtraction was at least 2.0 

times greater than average of spotting buffer. The average intensity from triplicate spots 

for each gene was calculated as representative of the target gene expression.

5.3.4. Quantitative Real-time PCR (qPCR)

5.3.4.1. Primer Design for q-PCR

Primer sequences for genes IL6, TNFa, CD 14 and TLR4 were provided by 

Kabaroff et al. (2006). Primer design and optimization for lactoferrin (Lf), insulin-like 

growth factor binding protein 3 (IGFBP3) and T-cell receptor y chain, J and C regions 

(TCRg) were carried out using the Primer 3 software (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi- 

bin/primer3/primer3_www.cgi.). Primers were designed for amplicon sizes between 80- 

250 bp. Primer sequences for the HK genes, GAPDH and RPLPO, were provided by 

Strandberg (Strandberg et al., 2005). The primer sequences and amplicon size for all of 

these genes are shown in Table 5.1.

5.3.4.2. Generating standard curves for targeted gene quantification

Total RNA (5.0 pg) from the 10 H and 10 L stress responding animals was 

reverse transcribed into cDNA using SuperScript II (Invitrogen, Burlington ON) in a 40 

pl reaction volume. The platinum SYBR Green qPCR SuperMix UDG with ROX 

(Invitrogen, Burlington ON) was employed to examine mRNA expression of the genes 

shown in Table 5.1. Real-time PCR was performed using an ABI™ PRISM 7700 

Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems, CA.). The PCR specificity was 

increased by using 3 steps of the hot start cycling program according to the manufacture 

instructions. The template for the standard curves was generated by pooling equal 
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amounts of cDNA from the 20 animals. A standard curve for each gene was generated by 

diluting the pooled cDNA template 1/5, 1/25, 1/125, 1/625, 1/3125 in triplicate before 

PCR amplification. The amplification efficiency of the real-time PCR reaction for each 

gene was calculated from the standard curve using the equation, E= io(‘1/slope)-l (Wong 

and Medrano, 2005); a standard curve slope of -3.3 = 100% efficiency.

5.3.4.3. Target gene quantification by qPCR and data normalization

A standard curve based method was adopted for relative quantification of the 

individual gene expression according to the equation Y=ax+b: where Y represents 

threshold cycle (Ct); a presents slope of the standard curve; x represents the logarithm of 

standard dilution; and b represents Y-intercept (Larionov et al., 2005). Target gene 

expression was normalized to the geometric mean of two HK genes for each sample 

(Vandesompele et al., 2002).

5.3.5. Statistical analysis

After the microarray data were Lowess normalized, the average intensity of each 

gene in the H stress responding animals was expressed as the ratio to the corresponding 

gene expressed in the L stress responding animals. These data were log 2 transformed to 

ensure variance homogeneity and the significance of the values was determined using a 

Student’s t-distribution followed by the Benjamini and Hochberg multiple testing 

correction (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Kuehl, 1994).

For the qPCR data, a two-tailed t- test was performed on the mean of normalized 

data of two groups to compare the significance in gene expression between the H and L 

stress responding animals.

5.4 . Results
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5.4.1. H and L stress responsive sheep hepatic gene expression profiles 4 hours post 

acute challenge with LPS

A total of 108 genes were expressed in the H and L stress responding sheep and 

the expression levels were sorted into different ranges: 21 ovine genes were expressed 

with intensities greater than 5000 pixels following LPS challenge. These genes include; 

ACTHR, CCR3, GHR, GM-CSF, IgL, IgM, IL-12-40, IL-12R, IL-1 antagonist, IL-6, 

MHC-DR, MIF, NRAMP1, PRLR, SOD, TLR-2, TLR-4, TNF-a, MCP-1, CCR4, and 

MIP-la. Nine ovine genes were expressed with intensities between 2000-5000 pixels. 

These genes include: C3, FcRN, granzyme, IL-4R, LMP2, LMP10, M-CFSa, TCRd, 

TNFR1. The remaining genes were expressed with intensities ranging between 700-2000 

pixels. These include, CD1, CD14, CD27, CD28, CD44, CD88, caspase-13A, Fas, IFN-y, 

IFN-yR, IgGl, IgG2, IGFBP3, IL-10, IL-10, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-8, IFN-a, LIF, 

lactoferrin (Lf), lymphotactin, MCP-2, MCP-3, MHC-1, MHC-DM, RANTES, TCR0, 

TCRy and TCRz etc.. A representative hybridization image from H and L stress 

responding groups is shown in Figure 5.2. This hybridization pattern was consistent for 

each of the 10 microarrays.

The relative fold change in gene expression between the H over L stress 

responding sheep for each of these genes was approximately 1.0 regardless of pixel 

intensity, indicating that there were not any major differences in the expression of these 

hepatic genes between the phenotypic extreme groups of animals. Although a subset of 

genes, including Lf, TCRg, and IGFBP3, were differentially expressed between the H 

and L stress responding animals based on p-values prior to multiple test correction, 

significant differences were not detected after Benjamini and Hochberg corrections. The 
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signal intensities, p-values before correction and relative expression are listed in Table 

5.2.

5.4.2. Standard curves, efficiency and specificity of qPCR.

A standard curve for each of the validated genes was generated by plotting the 

logarithm of standard dilutions versus the cycle threshold (Ct) (Figure 5.3 A). The PCR 

efficiency for each of the target gene standard curves was between 90-110%, and the 

correlation coefficients (r2) of the seven target genes and two HK genes were between 

0.98-0.99. Amplicon specificity and size was confirmed by melting curve analysis and 

agarose gel electrophoresis, respectively. A typical amplification plot is presented in 

Figure 5.3 B. A melting curve for 4 different genes is shown in Figure 5.3 C, and a gel 

image is shown in Figure 5.3 D.

5.4.3. Differential expression of seven target genes and two HK genes by qPCR from H 

and L stress responsive sheep 4 hours post LPS challenge

The two HK genes, GAPDH and RPLPO, were equally expressed in H and L 

acute stress responding groups of animals. The relative change in the expression of the 7 

target genes is shown in Table 5.3. When these data were expressed as the ratio of the 

H/L stress responding animals, the fold change in gene expression was between 0.76- 

2.15. The genes IL-6, Lf and TCRg had the highest fold changes in gene expression 

between stress responding groups and they were 1.51, 1.89 and 2.15, respectively. 

Although statistical differences in the hepatic gene expression were not observed between 

the H and L stress responding groups of animals by qPCR, there was a trend in the 

expression of the Lf gene, in that it was more highly expressed in the H stress responding 

animals when compared to the L stress responding animals (P= 0.074).
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5.5 Discussion

Several studies have demonstrated that genes associated with the IFR are 

expressed in the liver during systemic LPS challenge (Cao et al., 2006; Kabaroff et al., 

2006; Liu et al., 2002). In a study of mouse hepatocytes stimulated with LPS for 

example, the PRMs TLR2, TLR4, and CD 14 were expressed. Additionally, MyD88 and 

MD-2, MAP kinase and nuclear factor NF-kB as well as genes encoding liver acute

phase proteins were significantly expressed. Seventeen hepatic genes including certain 

chemokines and cytokines were also down regulated in this murine study (Liu et al., 

2002). Two recent ovine hepatic gene expression studies also demonstrated that systemic 

LPS challenge (200, 400 ng/kg) significantly increases IL-ip, TNFa and IL-6, TLR4, 

llpHSD, IFNa, MCP-1, GH, and decreases C3, IL-12R, NRAMP1 and IGFBP3 gene 

expression levels. The expression of the MIF and the substance P precursor genes were 

dependent on the dose and sampling time (Cao et al., 2006; Kabaroff et al., 2006). The 

present study however, did not detect consistent significant changes in the expression of 

hepatic genes between H and L inflammatory stress responsive sheep, despite the 

importance of hepatic signaling pathways to the brain during endotoxemia (Neuhuber and 

Tiegs, 2004; Uyama et al., 2004; Vodovotz et al., 2001).

In this study the relative expression for each gene on the microarray was 

approximately 1.0, and only the P values of H/L for Lf (0.028), TCRg (0.052) and 

IGFBP3 (0.055) appeared significant before Benjamini and Hochberg multiple testing 

correction. For qPCR analysis, these 3 genes were strategically selected in addition to 4 

other candidate genes that are either involved in LPS recognition, HPAA stimulation, or 

regulating the IFR following LPS recognition. A fold change for the TCRg (2.15 fold), Lf 
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(1.89 fold) and IGFBP3 (1.04 fold) genes were observed by qPCR in our study, however 

none of these changes in gene expression was statistically significant. Even the 

expression of two important LPS recognition receptors TLR4 and CD14, and the pro- 

inflammatory cytokine, TNFa and IL-6 were not differentially expressed between the H 

and L stress responding sheep.

Originally it was anticipated that more sensitive and higher expression fold changes 

in the qPCR data would be observed. However the results from both methods, qPCR and 

microarray, demonstrated small differences in the fold change in gene expression 

between the H and L inflammatory stress responding sheep. This suggests that the 

expression of these hepatic genes does not significantly contribute to the differences in 

HPAA responsiveness in sheep.

Studies with Lewis and Wistar rats that have different adrenal responses to 

inflammatory stimuli also support this data. Lewis rats for example, have an attenuated 

HPAA response to LPS when compared to Wistar rats. Experiments have shown that LPS 

administration decreases hepatic IGFBP-3 and IGF-I synthesis, but comparable 

expression levels of these genes can be found in both the Lewis and Wistar strains 

(Priego et al., 2002; Priego et al., 2003). Therefore, the LPS inhibitory effect on hepatic 

IGFBP3 and IGF-1 synthesis appears to be independent of HPAA responsiveness.

It is possible that phenotypic differences in HPAA responsiveness may be 

occurring at the level of the HPAA rather than at the level of signaling to the HPAA 

during systemic inflammation. Lewis rats for example, have defective hypothalamic CRH 

neurons that impair CRH synthesis and secretion rendering them hyporeactive to 

inflammatory stimuli (Calogero et al., 1992). Additionally, Zacharowski et al (2006) 
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found that mice with adrenal gland TLR-4-deficiency had an impaired adrenal 

corticosterone response to LPS (Zacharowski et al., 2006). They emphasized that TLR4 

is a major mediator in the crosstalk between the innate immune system and the endocrine 

stress response, and that polymorphisms in this gene could contribute to the impaired 

adrenal stress response in patients with bacterial sepsis. Moreover, several studies have 

documented the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-10, IL-6 and TNFa) in 

pituitary and adrenal tissues, and that these cytokines regulate hormone release and 

glucocorticoid output from these tissues, respectively. (Kariagina et al., 2004; Path et al., 

2000)

Lastly, it was of interest to note that the expression of Lf tended to be higher in H 

responding animals than that of L responding sheep (H/L = 1.89 and P = 0.074). 

Lactoferrin is normally found in mucosal secretions and in the secondary granules of 

neutrophils (Brock, 2002; Ward et al., 2002). Levels in blood are very low under normal 

conditions (0.4-2.0 p.g/ml) in humans and have been reported to increase to 200 pg/ml 

during inflammation as a result of increased neutrophil numbers and degranulation 

(Brock, 2002; Legrand et al., 2004). We can only speculate, as to why Lf mRNA 

expression tended to be higher in H stress responding sheep. It may reflect increased 

numbers of neutrophils recruited to liver during endotoxemia (Dorman et al., 2005). If 

this were the case however, one would also anticipate increased mRNA expression of IL- 

1, and IL-8 in this group of animals (Jaeschke, 2006), and this was not observed. 

Recently, constitutive Lf expression was observed in the bovine liver, and Lf expression 

was induced in murine HC11 cells following in vitro LPS stimulation (Zheng et al., 

2005), consistent with our observations. This group however, also identified multiple 
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putative transcription factor binding sites, including a site for the GC receptor in the 

bovine Lf gene promoter region. This implicates GCs in the regulation of this gene and 

may account for the differential expression of Lf in the H and L stress responding sheep.

5.6 Conclusion and Feature Directions

In this study hepatic gene expression profiles were assessed 4 hours post systemic LPS 

challenge from pre-selected H and L inflammatory stress responsive sheep using a bovine 

endocrine-immune microarray and quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR). Although there 

were significant differences in the expression of 3 genes spotted on the microarray before 

Benjamini and Hochberg multiple testing correction, the relative fold change in 

expression was small for each gene, and could not be confirmed by qPCR. This leads to 

the conclusion that hepatic genes involved in PAMP recognition, inflammation and the 

IR that were expressed in this study do not significantly contribute to variable differences 

in inflammatory stress responsiveness in sheep. Thus, it was hypothesized that variation 

in the HPAA response to inflammatory stimuli may be determined by signaling within 

the HPAA rather than by signaling events that occur prior to HPAA activation. Studies 

are currently underway to test this hypothesis. Different cytokines, neuropeptides and 

hormones, such as IL-Ip, CRH, AVP, or ACTH, will be used to directly stimulate 

different levels of the HPAA (Figure 5.4) to identify targets in the HPAA signaling 

pathway that influence the stress response phenotype.
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Table 5.1. A list of gene-specific primers used for quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR):

Gene Gene Full Name Accession# Forward Reverse Product 
size

CD14 Myeloid membrane 
glycoprotein AY289201 TGAACATTGCCCAAGCACAC GCCGAGACTGGGATTGTCAG lOlbp

IL-6 Interleukin 6 X68723 GGTTCAATCAGGCGATTTGC CCCACTCGTTTGAGGACTGC 231bp

IGFBP3
Insulin-like growth 
factor binding 
protein 3

AF305199 CAGAGCACAGACACCCAGAA TGCCCGTACTTATCCACACA 233 bp

Lf Lactoferrin L08604 CCCAACCTGTGTCAACTGTG GTCCCTGTCAGCCTTCTCTG 177 bp

TLR4 Toll like receptor 4 AY634630 GCCTTCTGAGCAGGAACACCTA TTCTGGACTCTGGGGTTTACCA 113bp

TNF-a
Lymphotoxin and 
tumour necrosis 
factor a

X56756 CCACAAGGCTCTCCTGTCTC GCTTTGTTGGAGAGCACCTC 116bp

TCRg T-cell receptor y 
chain c regions Z12964 GAAAAGGATGGCAACAGAGC GTCAGCCAGCTGAGCTTCAT 86bp

GAPDH
Glyceraldehyde-3- 
phosphate 
dehydrogenase

TCI 86924 CCTGGAGAAACCTGCCAAGT GCCAAATTCATTGTCGTACCA 226bp

RPLPO Acitic ribosomal 
protein large PO TC204704 CAACCCTGAAGTGCTTGACAT AGGCAGATGGATCAGCCA 220bp
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Table 5.2. A subset of genes with different pixel intensities, p-values before Benjamini & 
Hochberg corrections, and relative expression ratios from high (H) and low (L) stress 
responding sheep challenged i.v. with LPS

Gene
Name Gene Product / Full Name

Intensity* P value

Relative 
Expression 

H/L

CD14 Myeloid membrane glycoprotein Low 0.774 0.991

IL6 Interleukin 6 High 0.754 1.011

IGFBP3 Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3 Low 0.055 0.936

Lf Lactoferrin Low 0.028 0.940

TLR4 Toll like receptor 4 High 0.898 1.006

TNFa Lymphotoxin and tumor necrosis factor a High 0.298 1.044

TCRg T-cell receptor g chain, J and C regions Low 0.052 1.123

GAPDH Glyceraldehyde-3 -phosphate dehydrogenase High 0.744 1.014

RPLPO Acitic ribosomal protein large PO High 0.760 1.013

*High intensities are in the range 5000 ~ 60000 pixels
*Medium intensities are in the range 2000 ~ 5000 pixels
*Low intensities are in the range 700 ~ 2000 pixels
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Table 5.3. Relative expression of hepatic target genes from high (H) and low (L) stress 
responding sheep using quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) analysis.
Gene H L Relative Expression

P valueName AVG* SD* AVG SD H/L

CD14 0.9623 0.3702 1.0566 0.5068 0.911 0.641

IL-6 0.9065 0.5792 0.6006 0.5670 1.509 0.248

IGFBP3 1.3882 0.2368 1.3351 0.3208 1.040 0.679

Lf 0.8887 0.6279 0.4695 0.2571 1.893 0.074

TLR4 0.7342 0.3439 0.7166 0.4447 1.025 0.922

TNFa 1.0092 0.5967 1.3301 0.5953 0.759 0.244

TCRg 0.9289 1.1014 0.4318 0.2779 2.151 0.197

GAPDH 1.2814 0.2225 1.3429 0.2013 0.954 0.525

RPLPO 0.8006 0.1302 0.7595 0.1111 1.054 0.458

* AVG & SD represent the arithmetic average and standard deviation of the normalized 
relative gene expression from 10 H or L stress responding sheep. The normalized relative 
gene expression = gene template amount derived from the standard curve over the 
geometric mean of two HK genes. Gene full names refer table 5.1 or table 5.2.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Figure 5.1. Hybridization design for the microarray experiments. The arrowheads 
represent the cDNA labelled with Alexa Fluor 647 that fluoresces red, and the arrowroot 
represents the cDNA labelled with Alexa Fluor 555 that fluoresces green. The high and 
low inflammatory stress responders are indicated by H and L, respectively.

Figure 5.2. A representative example of ovine hepatic gene expression 4 hours post LPS 
(400 ng/kg) challenge. cDNA from a high (labelled with Alexa 555) and a low (labelled 
with Alexa 647) inflammatory stress responding sheep was hybridized to a bovine 
endocrine-immune microarray. Three spots at the beginning of the grid represent the 
positive controls of bovine P-actin, GAPDH and P-2-microglobulin (B2). The last four 
rows represent the dilutions of positive control (PC) [P-actin, GAPDH, B2, HPRT- 
hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase, RPLPO-ribosomal protein large PO and sheep 
genomic DNA] and negative control (NC) [salmon sperm DNA and spotting buffer 
DMSO].

Figure 5.3. Representative curves for quantitative real-time RT-PCR. A) Represents a 
standard curve for HK gene RPLPO at 62°C where the X-axis represents the logarithm 
dilution of the standard and the Y-axis represents Ct values of the threshold for the 
different dilutions; B) represents the amplification plot for HK gene RPLPO. The blue, 
pink, green, light blue and dark red lines represent cDNA synthesis from the 1/5, 1/25, 
1/125, 1/625, and 1/3125 dilutions of standard; C) represents four melting curves for the 
specific gene products RPLPO (red), lactoferrin (green), GAPDH (blue) and IGFBP3 
(black), respectively. The melting points for these corresponding products are 85.2°C, 
85.4°C, 86.1°C, and 86.6°C, respectively; D) represents of gel image of the RPLPO 
product amplified by real-time PCR. Lane 1 represents the 50bp DNA ladder, lane 2 
represents the negative control (NC) and lanes 3-6 represent the 220 bp RPLPO gene 
product.

Figure 5.4. Future directions: Different stressors could be used to stimulate the HPAA 
activity at different levels of HPAA. Solid lines represent stimulation and dotted line 
represents suppression. CRH: corticotrophin-releasing hormone. AVP: arginine 
vassopressin. ACTH: adrenal corticotrophin hormone. IL-lp: interleukin-1 beta.
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Figure 5.1 Hybridization design for the microarray experiments.

Hl-Alexa647 <

H2-Alexa555

H3-Alexa647 *

L5-Alexa555

-> L8-Alexa647

L6-Alexa555

H4-Alexa555 * L7-Alexa647

H5-Alexa647 * L9-Alexa555

H6-Alexa555 L10-Alexa647

H7-Alexa647 ◄------ L4-Alexa555

H8-Alexa555 L3-Alexa647

H9-Alexa647 ◄------ L2-Alexa555

H10-Alexa555 ------ ► Ll-Alexa647
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Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.3 A

Figure 5.3 B

Amplification plot for RPLPO
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Figure 5.3 C
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Figure 5.3 D.
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Figure 5.4.
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Chapter 6: General Discussion and Conclusions

Lipopolysaccharide is a principle component of the outer layer of the gram

negative bacteria cell membrane that primarily contributes to the IFR during gram

negative bacterial infections. Thus, LPS has been used extensively as an acute stressor to 

study the interaction between the HPAA and immune function in inbred rodent species 

(Bethin et al., 2000; Kapcala et al., 1995; Lenczowski et al., 1998). Few studies however, 

have looked at the effect of variation in HPAA responsiveness on immune function in 

outbred species, especially ruminants. Therefore, the aim of this study was to classify a 

population of sheep as H, M, and L acute inflammatory stress responsive by measuring 

peak serum cortisol concentrations following systemic challenge with Escherichia coli 

LPS to assess associations between stress and IR by examining the dermal CMIR, and 

antigen specific primary and secondary antibody response in these sheep. Following this, 

hepatic gene expression profiles in the H and L inflammatory stress responding sheep 

were measured to determine if neuroendocrine-immune signaling in the liver contributes 

to variation in ovine HPAA responsiveness.

Serum cortisol concentrations from these experimental sheep (n=110) in the first 

LPS trial were within the range of 28 - 700 nmol/L with a median concentration around 

320 nmol/L. This broad range of cortisol concentration facilitated the selection of two 

extreme stress responsive groups of animals (H / L), and M group of stress responsive 

animals based on their EBVs for 4-hours cortisol concentration. The heritability for this 

phenotype was determined to be 0.45 meaning it is a trait of moderate heritability. This 

heritability estimate was comparable with previous estimates for humans and fish in 
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response to different types of stressors (Federenko et al., 2004; Pottinger and Carrick, 

1999).

In order to confirm ovine HPAA response status and minimize technical error that 

could lead to data misinterpretation, the L and H sheep were re-challenged with LPS 

three months later, and although it was observed that the cortisol response to LPS re

stimulation was attenuated in most of sheep compared to the first LPS trial, the variation 

in cortisol concentration (63-457 nmol/L) from re-challenged animals was still sufficient 

to confirm their H and L HPAA response status.

Following the LPS challenge and selection for variable stress responsiveness, an 

assessment of the CMIR to PHA (T-cell mitogen), DNCB (hapten) and CAA (antigen), 

as well as AMIR to chicken OVA was determined. Unexpectedly, the immune response 

was not significantly different between the H and L stress responders. However, there 

was a significantly higher delayed-type hypersensitivity response to DNCB (P< 0.05) and 

CAA (P< 0.05), a significantly lower primary IgG response to ovalbumin (P< 0.05), and 

a trend towards a higher PHA-induced non-specific CMIR (P = 0.08-0.17) in the H and 

L stress responders when compared to the M stress responders. This suggests an opposing 

relationship exists between the CMIR and AMIR in H and L versus M stress responsive 

female sheep, and that extremes in HPAA responsiveness to endotoxin may lead to 

immune dysregulation that favours CMIR over AMIR.

Hepatic gene expression profiles in the H and L inflammatory stress responding 

sheep were also measured to determine if neuroendocrine-immune signalling in the liver 

contributes to variation in ovine HPAA responsiveness. Previously, a few hepatic gene 

expression studies have been performed in response to LPS stimulation using mice, 
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canine hepatocytes and sheep liver biopsies (Cao et al., 2006; Higgins et aL, 2003; 

Kabaroff et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2002). In this study differences in hepatic gene 

expression profiles between H and L stress responders were not observed despite the role 

of the liver as the primary target organ for the up-take and clearance of the microbial 

product from circulation during infection (Vodovotz et al., 2001). Even though the fold 

changes in the expression of TCRg, lactoferrin (Lf) and IL-6 genes were 2.15, 1.89 and 

1.59, respectively by qPCR, these changes in expression were not statistically different 

between H and L stress responding animals. It was noted however, that the expression of 

Lf tended to be higher in H stress responding animals than that of L responding sheep 

(P= 0.074). We can only speculate, as to why Lf mRNA expression tended to be higher in 

H stress responding sheep. It may reflect increased numbers of neutrophils recruited to 

liver during endotoxemia (Dorman et al., 2005). If this were the case however, one would 

also anticipate increased mRNA expression of IL-1, and IL-8 in this group of animals 

(Jaeschke, 2006), and this was not observed. Recently, constitutive Lf expression was 

observed in the bovine liver, and Lf expression was induced in murine HC11 cells 

following in vitro LPS stimulation (Zheng et al., 2005), consistent with our observations. 

This group however, also identified multiple putative transcription factor binding sites, 

including a site for the GC receptor in the bovine Lf gene promoter region. This 

implicates GCs in the regulation of this gene and may account for the differential 

expression of Lf in the H and L stress responding sheep.

The similar hepatic gene expression in H and L stress responding groups leads us 

to conclude that hepatic genes involved in PAMP recognition, inflammation and the IR 

that were expressed in this study do not significantly contribute to variable differences in 
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inflammatory stress responsiveness in sheep. Thus, we hypothesize that variation in the 

HPAA response to inflammatory stimuli may be determined by signaling within the 

HPAA rather than by signaling events that occur prior to HPAA activation. Therefore, to 

localize the target site(s), the HPAA response to certain neurotransmitters or immune 

stimuli may help to clarify which points within the HPAA contributes to these extreme 

stress responsive phenotypes.

Future directions: Different sires have been randomly chosen to breed these 

variable stress responsive ewes and generated the Fl generation. The experimental design 

is to challenge Fl generation sheep and to rank them as L, M and H stress responders. 

These animals will then be used to generate L, M and H stress responsive inbred lines for 

genetic and epigenetic study. Different cytokines, neuropeptides and hormones, such as 

CRH, AVP, ACTH or IL-Ip, will be used to directly stimulate different levels of the 

HPAA (figure 5.4) to identify targets in the HPAA signalling pathway that influence the 

stress response phenotype.
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Appendix I: Raw Data For Chapter 3

Table A3.1. Estimated breeding values (EBVs) and serum cortisol (4-hr) concentrations 
(nmol/L) for LPS induced stress responsive phenotype of female sheep.
SheepID Sire Dam EBV LogCorti Cortisol nmol/L
197NC 50VC1172GC 50VC068LC 0.33499 6.57088 714
180NC 50VC1173GC 50VC005MC 0.29550 6.35957 578
220NC 50VC166JC 50VC015JC 0.26595 6.38012 590
236NC 50VC166JC 50VC026LC 0.26017 6.36303 580
289NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC097KC 0.24045 6.13773 463
156NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC136LC 0.23188 6.19032 488
192NC 50VC166JC 50VC155LC 0.22512 6.17794 482
121NC 50VC050LC 50VC017KC 0.22041 6.06843 432
120NC 50VC166JC 50VC039MC 0.20792 6.20859 497
265NC 50VC050LC 50VC011KC 0.20103 6.01127 408
122NC 50VC050LC 50VC017KC 0.19663 5.98645 398
264NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC011KC 0.19235 5.98141 396
296NC 50VC1156GC 50VC096KC 0.19115 6.23832 512
18 INC 50VC1173GC 50VC005MC 0.19078 5.99894 403
225NC 50VC166JC 50VC156LC 0.18830 6.1506 469
230NC 50VC1149GC 50VC098JC 0.18276 6.19032 488
198NC 50VC1172GC 50VC068LC 0.17746 6.02828 415
349NC 50VC1172GC 50VC220EC 0.18794 6.19236 489
290NC 50VC050LC 50VC097KC 0.16822 5.88888 361
196NC 50VC050LC 50VC138JC 0.16292 5.98645 398
285NC 50VC1172GC 50VC155KC 0.17666 6.14419 466
343NC 50VC166JC 5OVC1O3LC 0.15365 6.03548 418
172NC 50VC016JC 50VC072MC 0.17049 6.07993 437
210NC 50VC1173GC 50VC029JC 0.15074 6.02345 413
288NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC097KC 0.14563 5.81114 334
194NC 50VC166JC 50VC155LC 0.14519 5.90263 366
109NC 5OVC1O8OGC 50VC075JC 0.24991 6.07535 435
124NC 50VC016JC 50VC048JC 0.13032 6.01127 408
257NC 5OVC1156GC 50VC003JC 0.12959 5.98141 396
186NC 50VC1156GC 50VC022MC 0.12734 6.04973 424
335NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC018KC 0.12516 5.87493 356
334NC 50VC1156GC 50VC009LC 0.10934 5.99645 402
147NC 50VC050LC 50VC064MC 0.10560 5.81711 336
175NC 50VC1173GC 5OVC159LC 0.10523 5.88888 361
215NC 50VC1172GC 50VC011MC 0.10335 5.98645 398
234NC 5OVC1156GC 50VC126HC 0.09733 5.96101 388
162NC 50VC1156GC 50VC043JC 0.08828 5.87493 356
298NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC017LC 0.08804 5.76519 319
217NC 50VC166JC 50VC139LC 0.08537 5.84644 346
201NC 50VC1172GC 50VC165LC 0.08231 5.92426 374
258NC 50VC1156GC 50VC003JC 0.07753 5.80212 331
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246NC 50VC050LC 50VC151LC 0.07617 5.7301 308
107NC 50VC016JC 50VC135HC 0.07551 5.84932 347
269NC 50VC1156GC 50VC077KC 0.07009 5.88053 358
164NC 50VC016JC 50VC084MC 0.06258 5.81114 334
259NC 5OVCO5OLC 5OVC163LC 0.06043 5.68358 294
191NC 50VC1173GC 50VC115LC 0.05291 5.71373 303
183NC 50VC1149GC 50VC066MC 0.05142 5.80212 331
146NC 50VC050LC 5OVCOO3MC 0.04514 5.63835 281
280NC 50VC050LC 50VC302KC 0.03658 5.61313 274
11 INC 50VC1156GC 50VC068KC 0.03108 5.76519 319
163NC 50VC1156GC 50VC043JC 0.03098 3.3 28
174NC 50VC016JC 50VC109JC 0.03075 5.71703 304
203NC 50VC1172GC 50VC012LC 0.02847 5.76519 319
200NC 50VC1149GC 50VC035MC 0.02486 5.72359 306
15 INC 50VC1156GC 50VC040JC 0.02248 5.73979 311
345NC 50VC166JC 50VC064LC 0.01977 5.65249 285
157NC 50VC1149GC 50VC188FC -0.00039 5.64897 284
229NC 50VC016JC 50VC134HC -0.00194 5.6204 276
135NC 50VC305K 50VC047JC -0.00377 5.77144 321
248NC 50VC166JC 50VC054LC -0.01654 5.54518 256
158NC 50VC1172GC 50VC002MC -0.02671 5.60212 271
113NC 5OVC1O8OGC 50VC026KC -0.02907 5.59099 268
190NC 50VC1173GC 50VC115LC -0.03221 5.42053 226
393NC 50VC1172GC 50VC009KC -0.03300 5.5835 266
341NC 50VC166JC 50VC103LC -0.03803 5.37528 216
242NC 50VC053LC 50VC153LC -0.04038 5.79301 328
367NC 5OVCO53LC 50VC140MC -0.05181 5.66643 289
369NC 50VC053LC 50VC140MC -0.05585 5.65249 285
213NC 5OVC1156GC 50VC128KC -0.10085 5.37528 216
278NC 50VC1172GC 50VC152LC -0.11137 5.35186 211
114NC 50VC065HC 50VC034KC -0.12322 5.66643 289
275NC 50VC1156GC 50VC075KC -0.22911 5.31812 204
117NC 50VC065HC 50VC232EC -0.13958 5.69709 298
140NC 50VC305K 50VC010KC -0.14734 5.34711 210
143NC 50VC305K 50VC145JC -0.16046 5.30827 202
379NC 50VC053LC 50VC144MC -0.16990 5.38907 219
389NC 50VC065HC 50VC119LC -0.18467 5.4848 241
339NC 50VC166JC 50VC082LC -0.18909 5.11799 167
3 8 INC 50VC1156GC 50VC074LC -0.20881 5.05625 157
13 INC 50VC065HC 50VC190DC -0.21702 5.49717 244
274NC 50VC1156GC 50VC075KC -0.22220 4.99721 148
387NC 50VC053LC 50VC100JC -0.25959 5.12396 168
390NC 50VC306KC 50VC080HC -0.25960 5.02388 152
243NC 50VC053LC 5OVC153LC -0.28142 4.96284 143
130NC 50VC065HC 50VC190DC -0.28360 5.26786 194
245NC 50VC053LC 50VC299KC -0.28467 5.04986 156
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338NC 50VC166JC 50VC082LC -0.34090 4.59512 99
378NC 50VC065HC 50VC158KC -0.36846 4.94164 140
116NC 50VC065HC 50VC232EC -0.50040 4.45435 86
132NC 50VC065HC 50VC190DC -0.54814 4.35671 78
337NC 50VC1172GC 50VC123KC -0.59856 3.91202 50

Table A3.2: First ewe selection based on estimated breeding values (EBVs) for cortisol 
concentration (nmol/1) 4-hour post challenge with E. coli LPS and genetic diversity.

Table A3.2.1: 15 High (H) Stress Responders

Sheep ID Sire Dam EBV LogCorti
Cortisol 
nmol/L

197NC 50VC1172GC 50VC068LC 0.33499 6.57088 714
220NC 50VC166JC 5OVCO15JC 0.26595 6.38012 590
236NC 50VC166JC 50VC026LC 0.26017 6.36303 580
180NC 50VC1173GC 5OVCOO5MC 0.29550 6.35957 578
296NC 50VC1156GC 50VC096KC 0.19115 6.23832 512
120NC 50VC166JC 50VC039MC 0.20792 6.20859 497
349NC 50VC1172GC 50VC220EC 0.18794 6.19236 489
230NC 50VC1149GC 50VC098JC 0.18276 6.19032 488
156NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC136LC 0.23188 6.19032 488
192NC 50VC166JC 50VC155LC 0.22512 6.17794 482
285NC 50VC1172GC 50VC155KC 0.17666 6.14419 466
289NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC097KC 0.24045 6.13773 463
172NC 50VC016JC 50VC072MC 0.17049 6.07993 437
109NC 5OVC1O8OGC 50VC075JC 0.24991 6.07535 435
121NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC017KC 0.22041 6.06843 432

Table A3.2.2. 12 Medium (M) Stress Responders

Sheep ID Sire Dam EBV LogCorti
Cortisol 
nmol/L

135NC 50VC305K 50VC047JC -0.00377 5.77144 321
19 INC 50VC1173GC 50VC115LC 0.05291 5.71373 303
203NC 50VC1172GC 50VC012LC 0.02847 5.76519 319
258NC 50VC1156GC 50VC003JC 0.07753 5.80212 331
11 INC 50VC1156GC 50VC068KC 0.03108 5.76519 319
15 INC 50VC1156GC 50VC040JC 0.02248 5.73979 311
200NC 50VC1149GC 5OVCO35MC 0.02486 5.72359 306
183NC 50VC1149GC 50VC066MC 0.05142 5.80212 331
242NC 50VC053LC 50VC153LC -0.04038 5.79301 328
298NC 50VC050LC 50VC017LC 0.08804 5.76519 319
246NC 50VC050LC 50VC151LC 0.07617 5.7301 308
164NC 50VC016JC 50VC084MC 0.06258 5.81114 334
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Table A3.2.3. 15 Low (L) Stress Responders

Sheep ID Sire Dam EBV LogCorti
Cortisol 
nmol/L

337NC 50VC1172GC 50VC123KC -0.59856 3.91202 50
132NC 50VC065HC 50VC190DC -0.54814 4.35671 78
116NC 50VC065HC 50VC232EC -0.50040 4.45435 86
338NC 50VC166JC 50VC082LC -0.34090 4.59512 99
378NC 50VC065HC 50VC158KC -0.36846 4.94164 140
243NC 50VC053LC 50VC153LC -0.28142 4.96284 143
274NC 50VC1156GC 50VC075KC -0.22220 4.99721 148
390NC 50VC306KC 50VC080HC -0.25960 5.02388 152
245NC 5OVCO53LC 50VC299KC -0.28467 5.04986 156
381NC 50VC1156GC 50VC074LC -0.20881 5.05625 157
339NC 50VC166JC 50VC082LC -0.18909 5.11799 167
387NC 50VC053LC 50VC100JC -0.25959 5.12396 168
143NC 50VC305K 50VC145JC -0.16046 5.30827 202
275NC 50VC1156GC 50VC075KC -0.22911 5.31812 204
140NC 5OVC3O5K 50VC010KC -0.14734 5.34711 210
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Table A3.3. Cortisol concentration at time 0 and 4 hours post re-challenge with LPS
(400ng/kg)

Sheep ID T4 TO
Cortisol nmol/L Cortisol nmol/L

109NC 441 <28
156NC 438 <28
220NC 443 51
121NC 420 32
236NC 457 70
180NC 414 35
120NC 391 45
197NC 439 94
172NC 363 50
378NC 309 <28
230NC 327 40
132NC 329 45
349NC 326 56
296NC 275 40
243NC 263 34
285NC 292 78
143NC 249 38
130NC 211 <28
274NC 187 <28
337NC 210 32
338NC 206 45
192NC 345 193
381NC 131 <28
339NC 156 39
245NC 115 <28
116NC 170 65
275NC 144 43
387NC 118 53
289NC 63 <28
390NC 84 43
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Table A3.4: Final sheep selection based on serum cortisol concentration (nmol/1) at 4 
hours post re-challenge with LPS (400ng/kg):

Table A3.4.1. 10 High (H) Stress Responders:

Sheep ID Sire Dam

T4 Pre-T4 TO
Cortisol 
nmol/L

Pre. Cortisol 
nmol/L

Cortisol 
nmol/L

109NC 5OVC1O8OGC 50VC075JC 441 435 <28
156NC 5OVCO5OLC 50VC136LC 438 488 <28
220NC 50VC166JC 50VC015JC 443 590 51
12 INC 50VC050LC 50VC017KC 420 432 32
236NC 50VC166JC 50VC026LC 457 580 70
180NC 50VC1173GC 50VC005MC 414 578 35
120NC 50VC166JC 50VC039MC 391 497 45
197NC 50VC1172GC 50VC068LC 439 714 94
172NC 50VC016JC 50VC072MC 363 437 50
230NC 50VC1149GC 50VC098JC 327 488 40

Table A3.4.2 10 low (L) Stress Responders:

Sheep ID Sire Dam

T4 Pre-T4 TO
Cortisol 
nmol/L

Pre. Cortisol 
nmol/L

Cortisol 
nmol/L

274NC 50VC1156GC 50VC075KC 187 148 <28
337NC 50VC1172GC 50VC123KC 210 50 32
338NC 50VC166JC 50VC082LC 206 99 45
3 8 INC 50VC1156GC 50VC074LC 131 151 <28
339NC 50VC166JC 50VC082LC 156 167 39
245NC 50VC053LC 50VC299KC 115 156 <28
116NC 50VC065HC 50VC232EC 170 86 65
275NC 50VC1156GC 50VC075KC 144 204 43
387NC 50VC053LC 50VC100JC 118 168 53
390NC 50VC306KC 5OVCO8OHC 84 152 43
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Table A3.5. Raw data for dermal inflammatory and DTH response from high (H), medium (M) 
and low (L) inflammatory stress responding sheep

Table A3.5.1. Mean skinfold thickness (mm) from H, M & L stress responders in response to PHA at 
different time points post challenge.

Sheep
ID

Sheep 
Category

0 hour 24 hours 48 hours 72 hours
Test site 

(+)
Negative (-) 
control site

Test 
site (+)

Negative (-) 
control site

Test 
site (+)

Negative (-) 
control site

Test 
site (+)

Negative (-) 
control site

116NC L 3.6333 3.5667 6.5000 3.6667 6.7667 3.7000 6.0000 3.8667
245NC L 3.3333 3.0667 6.9667 3.1000 8.6667 3.3333 7.1333 3.3333
274NC L 2.9667 2.8333 4.2000 2.6667 4.0667 2.7667 3.6000 2.7333
275NC L 3.9000 3.7000 8.8333 3.7333 8.2667 3.6333 6.9000 3.8000
337NC L 3.6000 3.5000 8.1667 3.4333 10.2667 3.9000 8.2000 3.6667
338NC L 2.4333 2.4000 5.1000 2.4333 6.6333 3.0667 5.8667 3.0667
339NC L 3.2333 3.2333 8.2000 3.4000 7.7000 3.3333 6.6667 3.5000
381NC L 2.9333 2.8667 7.3000 2.8667 6.6000 2.9333 5.3000 2.9667
387NC L 3.6333 3.7000 5.0667 3.5000 4.4333 3.4333 4.3667 3.7667
390NC L 3.9667 3.2667 6.1000 3.2333 6.4667 3.3000 5.3667 3.3667
140NC L 4.3667 4.1333 6.5333 3.9667 6.6333 4.3333 6.8667 4.3333
213NC L 3.7000 3.7000 4.7333 3.5667 4.9333 3.9000 4.4667 3.7000
278NC L 4.1667 3.6667 6.1667 4.1000 6.6667 4.2667 5.6000 4.3000
341NC L 2.7333 2.4333 6.6333 2.9667 7.8667 2.8333 6.8000 4.3000
379NC L 4.0333 3.7000 5.1333 3.3333 6.2333 3.3667 5.3000 4.3000
11 INC M 3.3333 3.3000 5.1333 3.3333 4.6667 3.2333 4.3667 3.4333
15 INC M 3.9333 3.1000 6.3333 3.1667 5.9667 3.1667 5.5333 3.2667
183NC M 3.7667 3.6333 5.5333 3.5333 5.2000 3.6000 4.6667 3.6667
203NC M 3.4333 3.2000 5.4000 3.1333 5.6333 3.5000 5.0667 3.4667
242NC M 3.0333 3.0333 5.4000 3.1000 5.8333 3.3333 5.0333 3.3333
246NC M 3.9000 4.0333 6.3000 3.5000 6.8667 3.9000 5.5000 3.8667
298NC M 3.9667 3.6000 5.1333 3.7333 4.9667 3.8000 4.6667 3.6333
135NC M 3.9667 3.9000 6.2667 3.5333 6.7333 3.7333 5.5333 3.6333
164NC M 3.3000 3.1667 6.5333 3.3000 7.3000 3.3000 6.4000 3.4000
191NC M 4.5000 4.1667 6.3000 4.2667 6.4333 4.0667 6.1000 4.4000
200NC M 3.2333 3.1667 5.4667 3.3000 5.8333 3.3333 5.3000 3.5000
258NC M 3.5667 3.5000 7.2667 3.4333 7.3000 3.4000 6.1667 3.5667
109NC H 3.3333 3.4667 5.8667 3.1333 6.3333 3.7000 5.3333 3.5333
120NC H 3.8333 3.2333 7.1333 3.1000 6.6667 3.1667 5.4667 3.4000
121NC H 4.4667 3.9667 5.9333 3.9333 5.7333 4.1667 5.4333 4.1667
156NC H 3.4000 3.4667 6.2667 3.1333 7.0000 3.3667 5.5000 3.3000
172NC H 3.2667 3.2667 6.2000 3.5000 7.2667 3.3333 5.8667 3.3333
180NC H 3.4333 3.2667 6.8333 3.4333 6.3667 3.4667 5.5667 3.4667
197NC H 3.6000 3.5667 8.8667 3.5667 7.7000 3.7333 6.2333 3.8000
220NC H 4.1000 3.7000 5.8667 3.4333 5.8000 3.4667 5.5000 3.5000
230NC H 3.8333 3.4667 6.5000 3.5000 6.8333 3.7667 6.8667 3.6333
236NC H 3.2667 3.3000 6.5000 3.4000 7.0667 3.2667 5.9667 3.5000
18 INC H 3.6667 4.1333 8.1333 3.8667 8.3333 3.8667 6.7333 4.0333
186NC H 3.4333 3.1333 7.4000 3.1000 8.3333 3.4667 7.0667 3.3333
198NC H 3.5333 3.5667 5.4000 3.9333 5.4000 3.8667 4.8333 3.8000
210NC H 4.3667 3.8333 7.7000 3.9000 8.5667 4.6000 7.0333 4.6333
265NC H 3.6000 3.4000 8.6000 3.2000 7.5333 3.3667 6.1000 3.5667
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Table A3.5.2. Mean skinfold thickness (mm) from H, M & L stress responders in response to DNCB at different 
time points post challenge. N and Y represent sensitization with DNCB, and sensitization + challenge with 
DNCB respectively.

Sheep
ID

Sheep 
Cate
gory

DNCB 
Sensi

tization

0 hour 24 hours 48 hours 72 hours
Test 

site (+)
Negative (-) 
control site

Test 
site (+)

Negative (-) 
control site

Test 
site (+)

Negative (-) 
control site

Test 
site (+)

Negative (-) 
control site

116NC L Y 3.5333 3.6667 5.9000 3.8100 6.4333 4.0333 6.5000 4.2333
245NC L Y 3.3333 3.5000 4.9000 3.7333 4.8667 3.7000 4.6667 3.8000
274NC L Y 3.0333 2.7000 5.8667 2.6000 5.4667 3.0667 5.4000 3.0333
275NC L Y 3.5667 4.4000 7.7333 4.8667 6.8333 5.1667 7.1333 4.8667
337NC L Y 3.2000 3.1333 5.8000 3.2000 6.0667 3.7667 6.0333 3.4667
338NC L Y 2.2000 2.5667 4.5333 2.6333 4.8000 3.0000 4.4333 2.8667
339NC L Y 2.9667 3.0000 6.6000 3.5333 6.1000 3.6667 6.4667 3.8333
3 8 INC L Y 2.7667 2.8000 5.6667 2.8000 5.6667 2.7667 6.1667 2.8333
387NC L Y 3.4667 3.5000 4.3000 3.3667 4.3667 3.3000 4.6000 3.6000
390NC L Y 3.8000 3.8667 5.1333 3.7333 5.3000 4.0333 5.2667 4.0667
140NC L N 4.4667 4.5667 5.4667 3.9333 5.9000 4.4333 5.9667 4.6000
213NC L N 3.6000 3.6667 4.2000 3.2667 4.3000 3.5000 4.5667 3.4333
278NC L N 3.7333 3.8667 6.1333 4.7333 6.5667 4.5333 6.6667 4.3000
341NC L N 2.5667 2.5333 3.5333 2.9667 3.7667 2.9667 3.8333 2.8667
379NC L N 4.0000 3.8333 4.7000 3.3333 4.7000 3.4000 4.3667 3.5000
11 INC M Y 3.2000 3.0000 5.9667 3.3333 5.5333 3.2667 5.3333 3.4333
15 INC M Y 3.4667 3.5000 4.5667 3.7333 4.6333 3.8000 4.4000 3.7333
183NC M Y 3.2667 3.0667 5.8000 3.2000 5.4333 3.3000 5.3667 3.3000
203NC M Y 3.5667 3.4667 6.4333 3.6000 5.8333 4.4667 5.9333 4.4667
242NC M Y 3.0333 2.8667 5.2667 2.9667 5.1333 2.9333 4.8333 2.9667
246NC M Y 3.7667 3.8667 4.9000 3.8333 5.4000 4.3333 5.6333 4.7333
298NC M Y 3.9333 3.9667 5.0000 4.1667 5.1667 4.0333 5.5333 4.1333
135NC M N 3.8667 3.9667 4.5333 3.7000 4.7000 4.1000 4.7333 4.0667
164NC M N 3.2000 3.0333 4.5000 3.1000 5.2667 3.2000 5.4333 3.2333
19 INC M N 4.0333 4.0667 5.3000 4.4667 5.2333 4.5333 5.5000 4.8667
200NC M N 3.3333 3.2000 4.5667 3.4333 4.4000 3.7333 5.3000 4.0000
258NC M N 3.2667 3.8667 4.4667 4.5000 4.3333 4.6333 4.6333 4.3333
109NC H Y 3.2667 3.0333 6.0000 2.9667 5.9000 3.1000 5.4000 3.1000
120NC H Y 3.7667 3.2333 4.9000 3.3667 5.6333 3.7333 5.8333 3.9333
12 INC H Y 3.8667 3.7000 7.9000 4.5333 8.2667 4.7000 7.4667 4.8667
156NC H Y 3.1333 3.2333 4.8000 3.0333 5.2667 3.6000 5.0000 3.8333
172NC H Y 3.3000 3.3667 5.9667 3.3333 5.3333 3.2667 5.4333 3.3667
180NC H Y 3.6667 3.5000 5.4667 3.5000 5.9667 3.5333 6.2333 3.6667
197NC H Y 3.8333 3.3667 6.0333 3.4333 5.9000 3.8667 6.4333 4.5000
220NC H Y 3.1667 3.2667 5.3333 3.2000 5.6000 3.2333 6.1000 3.2333
230NC H Y 3.5667 3.6000 6.6000 3.9667 6.8333 3.9000 6.8000 3.9333
236NC H Y 3.2667 3.1333 4.7667 3.1667 5.0667 3.3000 5.0000 3.5000
18 INC H N 3.6000 3.5667 4.6667 3.4667 4.9000 3.6000 4.9333 3.5333
186NC H N 3.4667 3.2333 3.8667 3.1333 3.8667 3.3667 3.7667 3.5667
198NC H N 3.2667 3.2000 4.3333 3.9333 4.3667 4.5000 4.5667 4.2333
210NC H N 4.0000 3.8667 7.1667 5.3667 6.4000 5.8667 7.0333 5.6333
265NC H N 3.2333 3.0333 4.1667 3.1333 4.3333 3.4333 4.3667 3.5333
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Table A3.5.3. Mean skinfold thickness (mm) from H, M & L stress responders in response to Candida Albican 
(CAA) at different time points post challenge. N and Y represent sensitization with CAA, and sensitization + 
challenge with CAA respectively.

Sheep 
ID

Sheep 
Cate
gory

CAA 
Sensit
ization

0 hour 6 hours 24 hours 48 hours 72 hours

Test 
site (+)

Negative 
control 
(-) Site

Test 
site (+)

Negative 
control 
(-) Site

Test 
site (+)

Negative 
control 
(-) Site

Test 
site (+)

Negative 
control 
(-) Site

Test 
site (+)

Negative 
control 
(-) Site

140NC L N 5.200 3.900 4.400 3.600 4.667 3.833 4.700 3.800 4.700 4.000
213NC L N 3.700 3.200 5.100 3.400 4.533 3.600 4.467 3.433 4.467 3.500
278NC L N 4.200 3.900 4.500 3.700 4.667 3.700 5.500 3.767 5.267 3.833
34 INC L N 3.367 2.967 3.733 3.000 3.367 2.833 3.400 2.833 3.233 2.733
379NC L N 4.000 3.467 4.400 3.667 5.167 3.633 5.033 3.567 5.900 3.567
274NC L Y 2.300 2.133 3.467 2.267 3.167 2.233 4.267 2.100 7.300 2.100
337NC L Y 3.600 3.067 4.767 3.533 6.733 3.333 5.700 3.400 5.967 3.967
338NC L Y 2.967 2.600 4.400 2.733 6.133 2.633 6.733 2.700 6.200 2.867
116NC L Y 3.533 3.333 5.867 3.700 8.100 3.600 7.133 3.467 6.867 3.333
245NC L Y 3.400 3.200 4.000 3.067 4.800 3.033 4.867 3.400 4.533 3.633
275NC L Y 4.500 4.000 5.533 4.400 8.500 4.500 7.533 4.433 6.867 4.500
339NC L Y 3.233 2.433 4.800 2.733 7.733 2.733 10.300 3.000 9.200 3.200
3 8 INC L Y 2.800 3.100 4.933 3.333 4.667 2.967 5.767 2.933 5.500 2.900
387NC L Y 3.400 3.067 4.933 3.433 6.467 3.100 5.200 3.033 4.300 2.967
390NC L Y 4.000 3.500 6.500 3.800 9.667 3.400 10.000 3.667 10.400 4.167
135NC M N 4.100 3.867 7.733 4.233 7.467 3.967 9.700 4.100 10.300 4.500
164NC M N 3.367 2.800 3.367 2.767 3.500 2.767 3.667 2.867 3.733 2.800
19 INC M N 5.267 4.300 5.333 4.333 5.467 4.433 5.633 4.600 5.900 4.800
200NC M N 3.367 3.033 3.967 3.367 4.300 3.033 4.567 3.000 5.500 3.200
258NC M N 3.300 3.067 4.700 3.200 7.300 3.100 7.800 3.100 8.200 3.067
11 INC M Y 3.767 3.433 3.967 3.533 5.700 3.200 5.900 3.467 5.333 3.400
15 INC M Y 4.133 3.867 5.033 4.000 5.967 3.667 6.233 3.700 5.333 3.900
183NC M Y 3.600 3.600 5.800 3.733 4.833 3.800 4.167 3.633 4.100 3.700
203NC M Y 4.067 3.233 5.767 3.267 6.933 3.500 6.000 3.967 5.133 3.833
242NC M Y 3.267 2.567 6.400 3.033 7.600 2.900 7.833 3.100 6.900 3.200
246NC M Y 3.700 3.300 4.000 3.500 4.533 3.567 4.267 3.600 4.800 3.900
298NC M Y 4.100 3.600 5.100 3.633 6.767 3.500 6.667 3.833 5.667 3.900
18 INC H N 3.533 3.967 4.467 4.567 4.300 4.133 4.333 4.533 4.533 4.567
186NC H N 3.400 3.167 4.333 3.200 4.500 3.233 4.500 3.200 4.767 3.533
198NC H N 3.500 2.800 3.667 3.167 3.633 2.900 4.567 3.433 5.167 3.733
210NC H N 4.067 3.667 4.767 3.900 4.800 3.400 5.633 4.333 5.967 3.933
265NC H N 3.333 3.100 4.467 3.167 4.700 3.167 4.700 3.100 4.900 3.067
109NC H Y 3.667 2.767 6.200 2.900 7.200 3.000 6.100 3.000 5.333 2.967
120NC H Y 3.800 2.867 5.133 3.100 7.867 2.900 6.900 2.933 6.000 3.000
12 INC H Y 4.467 3.700 5.533 3.700 9.000 3.700 8.233 3.767 6.733 3.800
156NC H Y 3.533 3.033 5.000 3.233 7.200 3.233 5.833 3.367 5.567 3.400
172NC H Y 3.333 3.000 4.467 3.367 4.400 3.300 4.200 3.100 4.333 3.067
180NC H Y 4.333 3.533 5.667 3.600 7.367 3.233 8.467 3.433 7.533 3.267
197NC H Y 4.900 3.500 5.700 3.700 8.567 3.567 7.800 3.567 7.133 3.500
220NC H Y 4.133 3.200 6.700 3.133 7.200 3.033 6.233 3.067 5.567 3.133
230NC H Y 4.100 3.700 6.367 3.800 10.400 3.667 7.800 3.633 7.400 3.667
236NC H Y 3.500 3.133 5.767 3.267 8.200 3.133 9.200 3.300 8.967 3.600
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Table A3.6. Corrected optical density (COD) values of anti-0VA IgG from high (H), 
medium (M), and low (L) inflammatory stress responsive sheep as determined by ELISA

N and Y represent that the animals were non- or immunized with OVA respectively.

Sheep ID
Sheep 

Category
OVA 

Immunization

COD of OVA antibody from two points 
dilution

Day 0 Day 14 Day 21
140NC L N 0.036713949 0.022012699 0.023562606
213NC L N 0.025866866 0.013348267 0.013669827
278NC L N 0.102680783 0.06364569 0.062310715
341NC L N 0.050474657 0.066093644 0.04092093
379NC L N 0.056361088 0.032451002 0.028797195
116NC L Y 0.036448326 0.327321616 1.844954654
245NC L Y 0.028112159 0.452954961 2.199498675
274NC L Y 0.024358287 0.312048607 1.544774741
275NC L Y 0.006299768 0.181638307 1.719927982
337NC L Y 0.02122621 0.205551215 1.671992518
338NC L Y 0.022737879 0.199067533 1.454399959
339NC L Y 0.008320697 0.191094428 1.671566164
381NC L Y 0.031811824 0.453932155 1.191835214
387NC L Y 0.011398857 0.631040942 2.184980708
390NC L Y 0.030852837 0.957890788 2.48412956
135NC M N 0.033563218 0.023342505 0.035348908
164NC M N 0.029183027 0.00316432 0.039320037
191NC M N 0.030563464 0.032712892 0.016268593
200NC M N 0.054684563 0.044782629 0.0278773
258NC M N 0.042517425 0.021693087 0.012368699
11 INC M Y 0.023380085 0.567401904 2.035795024
15 INC M Y 0.019031552 0.373730344 1.601009284
183NC M Y 0.019655054 0.233272058 1.198747099
203NC M Y 0.046912813 0.994042399 2.593691547
242NC M Y 0.03022247 0.629030188 1.686106032
246NC M Y 0.05093516 0.517457477 1.95631181
298NC M Y 0.025307632 1.359110802 1.671294499
18 INC H N 0.101265479 0.062515341 0.047371034
186NC H N 0.040993383 0.048869953 0.03891077
198NC H N 0.028644763 0.017532295 0.032169572
210NC H N 0.049837226 0.031604676 0.03310984
265NC H N 0.071845292 0.075469085 0.092813972
109NC H Y 0.098290775 0.423062992 2.0678458
120NC H Y 0.00097627 0.242101659 1.199540177
12 INC H Y 0.033318432 0.331178567 1.778833366
156NC H Y 0.014069044 0.352282224 1.863102669
172NC H Y 0.065835924 0.497626541 1.700665137
180NC H Y 0.038013681 0.579231544 2.119375662
197NC H Y 0.038417575 0.660773539 2.101761493
220NC H Y 0.017815568 0.232243771 1.767735627
230NC H Y 0.043873085 0.420874084 1.537223691
236NC H Y 0.021743661 0.44851206 2.252680706
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Appendix II. Raw Data for Chapter 5
Table A5.1 A subset of genes from H and L stress responsive sheep with different pixel 
intensities, p-values or relative expression using microarray analysis

ID Gene Name Gene Product
Intensity 

Level 
(pixel)

p-value Relative
Expression

Cy4 GM-CSF Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor -35000 0.614595 1.0341183
Cy9 ILlantag IL-1 receptor antagonist -17800 0.956778 1.0016123
Cyl 6 IL-6 Interleukin 6 -15300 0.753671 1.0106382
Cy29 TNFa Lymphotoxin and tumor necrosis factor a -17500 0.298436 1.0444968
Cy34 MIF Macrophage migration inhibitory factor -22600 0.971903 1.0009841
CHI CCR3 Chemokine C-C motif receptor 3 -17600 0.110969 -1.042028
CH2 CCR4 Chemokine C-C motif receptor 4 -8000 0.942778 1.0022776
CH8 MCP-1 Monocyte-chemoattractant protein-1 -9600 0.737065 1.0087196
INN2 TLR2 Toll-like receptor 2 -15800 0.942444 1.0031838
INN3 TLR4 Toll-like receptor 4 -24000 0.897965 1.0057384
INN5 NRAMP1 Natural resistance associated macrophage protein-1 -13500 0.131704 1.0375132
IMM3 IgM IgM heavy chain constant region -17000 0.332111 1.0165972
AP3 MHC-DR MHC class IIDRB3 -14000 0.789692 -1.008647
END5 PRLR Prolactin receptor -15000 0.777778 -1.008159
END15 GHR Growth hormone receptor -18000 0.282079 -1.030888
END 18 ACTHR Adrenocorticotropic hormone receptor -13000 0.770356 -1.010541
AP7 LMP2 Proteasome subunit LMP2 -3100 0.32648 -1.045518
CY2 M-CFSa Macrophage-colony stimulating factor a -3000 0.12751 1.069596
CY31 TNFR1 Tumor necrosis factor-receptor 1 -2900 0.59976 1.041041
TCR10 TCRd T-cell receptor delta chain -3000 0.48839 1.044071
AP9 LMP10 Bos taurus proteasome subunit LMP10 -2300 0.90261 -1.007514
AP14 Granzyme Granzyme-B-serine protease-like protein -2300 0.8501 -1.009102
IMM7 FcRN Fc receptor IgG (neonatal) -2000 0.92661 -1.006395
CY14 IL4R Interleukin 4 receptor a chain -2100 0.84828 -1.014171
CH6 Lymphotactin Lymphotactin -1000 0.10875 -1.072728
AP8 LMP7 Interferon-y inducible proteasome subunit LMP7 -1100 0.10255 -1.066363
END10 TBG Thyroxine-binding globulin -1730 0.09871 -1.051383
Cyl7 IL6R Interleukin 6 receptor a chain -1100 0.08711 1.0967752
API MHC-DM MHC class II DM a-chain -1200 0.08648 1.0822372

END22 MC2R Melanocortin 2 receptor
(adrenocorticotropic hormone receptor -1100 0.08625 -1.042261

Cy43 TGFb-2 Transforming growth factor P-2 -1300 0.08108 1.0797268
END9 IGFBP3 Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3 -1700 0.05452 -1.068462
TCR4 TCRg T-cell receptor y chain, J and C regions -1500 0.05212 1.1226586
RG24 Lactoferrin Lactoferrin -1400 0.02846 -1.063355
INN1 CD 14 Myeloid membrane glycoprotein -1300 0.77441 -1.009224
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Table A5.2 A subset genes template concentration (ng/pl) in liver biopsies from H and L 
stress responsive sheep 4 hours post LPS (400ng/kg) re-challenge from quantitative real
time PCR analysis.

Sheep ID GAPDH RPLPO CD14 IL-6 IGFBP3 Lactoferrin TCRg TNFa TLR4
109NC 178.53 94.23 85.21 128.03 146.25 95.70 118.79 116.48 60.77

120NC 108.54 97.92 178.54 204.00 177.67 121.29 387.04 259.50 91.14

12 INC 224.44 183.92 126.14 157.40 226.68 163.16 162.04 123.15 231.11

156NC 231.96 171.76 144.87 251.69 323.08 335.34 115.59 139.59 226.06

172NC 273.01 147.76 120.42 164.63 248.64 431.98 352.12 235.57 150.39

180NC 278.65 100.41 125.20 24.39 284.98 50.33 25.49 110.54 53.45

197NC 701.81 271.06 591.58 147.82 610.59 50.34 223.21 603.11 160.29

220NC 557.86 336.89 499.77 120.81 484.90 189.93 40.95 190.57 167.61

230NC 377.77 359.19 381.77 571.70 525.21 230.55 111.50 324.79 255.05

236NC 221.73 161.74 188.27 175.74 267.18 162.49 81.09 157.77 228.03

338NC 209.95 155.23 382.62 32.92 211.10 89.81 42.93 241.62 112.58

339NC 255.12 231.62 136.06 66.83 311.30 132.63 92.99 452.18 400.71

381NC 340.68 200.30 303.03 547.76 491.53 80.20 52.32 477.56 337.47

387NC 353.45 155.68 161.87 66.43 306.89 98.34 44.64 149.45 97.27

390NC 397.46 278.07 424.06 251.90 469.98 351.75 72.64 564.83 279.47

116NC 175.69 106.35 106.03 90.75 241.41 25.77 33.12 63.73 62.75

245NC 379.68 204.45 251.33 49.12 332.50 85.48 143.92 348.89 59.98

274NC 700.37 250.41 196.48 279.28 334.78 175.27 431.91 254.58 148.76

275NC 945.70 359.29 931.35 313.90 617.33 411.47 370.38 1284.72 341.99

337NC 314.30 195.76 252.04 90.68 367.05 61.43 164.41 349.18 181.11

Housekeeping genes GAPDH and RPLPO are here as endogenous control. GAPDH: 
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. RPLPO: Acidic ribosomal protein large PO. 
Seven target gene are as follows: CD 14: Myeloid membrane glycoprotein. IL6: 
Interleukin-6. IGFBP3: Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3. Lf: Lactoferrin. 
TLR4: Toll-like receptor 4. TNFa: Lymphotoxin and tumor necrosis factor a. TCRg: T- 
cell receptor y chain, J and C regions.
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